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Executive Summary
The Texas counties of Bell, Coryell, Hamilton, Lampasas, Llano, Mason, Milam, Mills, and San
Saba, and the cities of Belton, Copperas Cove, Harker Heights, Killeen, and Temple are exploring
options for the most efficient provision of transit service in their jurisdictions. These counties and
cities are currently served by Hill Country Transit District (HCTD), an urban and rural transit
district authorized by the Texas Transportation Code that provides fixed-route service in the
Killeen and Temple urbanized areas and demand-response service in all nine counties.
The cities and counties hired Nancy R. Edmonson, Transportation Consulting, to assess different
organizational options and to recommend the best structure for the provision of transit service in
this area. To establish a point of comparison, Chapter 1 of this report describes current service
and financial conditions at HCTD. Data from the agency show that ridership, service, and total
operating costs have declined over the past five years but that operating costs per hour continue to
rise. Revenue from federal and state grants has remained reliable, but revenues from Medicaid
service, HCTD’s main source of local matching funds, has been declining, straining the agency’s
ability to qualify for grants.
Chapter 2 summarizes the results of interviews with local stakeholders, including board members,
elected officials, city staff, and community leaders. Stakeholders agree that transit should be
available to the general public across all nine counties, and they are interested in making travel
across the region as smooth as possible. Urban stakeholders, however, are much more critical of
HCTD than rural stakeholders, finding that the agency is not currently meeting the needs of their
fast-growing communities.
Chapter 3 is a peer review of eight areas in Texas similar to HCTD. In four of these areas, urban
and rural transit services are provided by the same entity, as with HCTD. In the other four, urban
and rural services are provided by separate entities. All eight areas were compared to HCTD across
standard performance measures to assess whether some structures consistently produce more
efficient or effective service than others. The review shows that while HCTD performs around the
peer average in terms of most standard measures, transit services, especially rural services, are
slightly more cost-efficient in areas where urban and rural transit are provided separately.
Where chapter 3 takes a quantitative approach to studying other agencies, Chapter 4 is qualitative:
it presents four case studies of other areas in Texas that demonstrate different approaches to
structuring and funding transit. Particular attention is paid to how agencies generate local matching
funds. Ark-Tex Council of Governments illustrates how a struggling rural transit district revived
itself by pursuing partnerships with local interests to generate operating revenue. Midland-Odessa
Urban Transit District is an example of a sole-purpose urban transit entity that serves coequal cities
but does not serve the wider region. The Waco Area is featured because it has two rural transit
districts in addition to an urban transit district. And Fort Bend County Public Transportation,
outside of Houston, is included as a rare example of a county-level transit provider in Texas.
The results of chapters one, two, three, and four were used to develop four options for how HCTD
could organize itself, which are analyzed in Chapter 5. Each option is assessed in terms of service,
governance, and financial criteria in order to develop recommendations. The four options assessed
are:
•

Option One — Stronger Together: Current structure
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•

Option Two — Separate Ways: One urban transit district and one nine-county rural transit
district

•

Option Three — Different People, Different Needs: One urban transit district and two rural
transit districts (rural Bell County and the remaining eight counties)

•

Option Four — Different Cities, Different Goals: Two municipal departments (serving the
Killeen and Temple urbanized areas) and one nine-county rural transit district

The analysis suggests that Option Three: Different People, Different Needs provides the best
balance among competing criteria. It meets the needs of local communities and has more favorable
assessments than unfavorable assessments on most criteria, and the complexity of its governance
structure is mitigated by the model in the nearby Waco area. Option Two: Separate Ways ranks
second, meeting the needs of most of the population while having no strong advantages or strong
disadvantages. And although not ultimately recommended, neither Option One: Stronger Together
nor Option Four: Different Cities, Different Needs is found to be a poor choice: Option One has a
simple structure and facilitates regional travel, while Option Four offers cities a high degree of
local control.
After discussing the results of this analysis, HCTD’s board requested an implementation plan for
Options One and Two. Chapter 6 outlines the steps HCTD could take to improve the current
operations of HCTD, if it wishes to first optimize Option One before deciding if Option Two is
necessary. Then if needed, the steps it would take to split into two entities under Option Two,
including requesting permission from the Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT), dividing
assets between the two transit districts, and creating new boards, are outlined.
This document restricts its recommendations to structure. Costs, revenues, service, and local
investment are all discussed, but finding solutions to all of the issues raised here is beyond the
scope of this study. While the analysis suggests that adopting a different organizational structure
may promote better service, restructuring alone will not achieve a dramatically different
outcome—local policy decisions will ultimately determine the scope and specifics of transit
service in the area.
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Chapter 1: Existing Conditions
Introduction
Chapter 1 describes HCTD’s current structure, service area, service characteristics, expenses, and
revenues. Particular attention is paid to how costs are allocated across divisions. Data come from
HCTD staff, the National Transit Database (NTD), the US Census Bureau, TxDOT, and local
government budgets.

Structure
This section explains how HCTD is organized, governed, and managed. A summary is provided
here:
STRUCTURE – OVERVIEW
HCTD functions as both an urban transit district and a rural transit district under Texas law
HCTD is governed by a board comprised of representatives from the member counties and
cities
HCTD is organized differently for management and fiscal purposes
•
•

Management is divided into urban and rural divisions
Revenues and expenses are divided into Killeen, Temple, and Rural divisions

Political Structure
HCTD today is a political subdivision of the State of Texas. The agency began in the 1960s as a
volunteer transportation program, and after gradual evolution and several changes in law, was
organized into its current form in the late 1990s. HCTD serves as an urban transit district (UTD)
for the urbanized areas (UZAs) of Killeen and Temple, and it serves as a rural transit district (RTD)
for the rural areas of all nine member counties. Urban and rural transit districts are structures
created by the State of Texas to facilitate the flow of state and federal funds from the Texas
Department of Transportation to transit providers. Generally speaking, urban transit districts in
Texas serve UZAs with populations under 200,000. Most UZAs with populations greater than
200,000 are served by transit authorities, which have different political structures. Under the
legislation that established urban transit districts, though, agencies serving UZAs that had
populations under 200,000 as of September 1, 1994, such as Killeen, may continue to operate as
urban transit districts rather than transit authorities.
As required by Texas law, HCTD is governed by a Board of Directors comprised of representatives
of the nine member counties and five member cities. Each representative must be an elected
official. The Board is chaired by a board member elected by the other members.
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Management Structure
HCTD is headquartered in San Saba, the location of the original volunteer organization out of
which the agency developed. Most administrative, accounting, and grant management functions
are housed in San Saba. The agency also has a facility in Belton, which handles maintenance of
vehicles used in Bell County, reservations and dispatch for the entire service area, and human
resources and information technology.
For purposes of management, HCTD is organized into two divisions—urban and rural—each of
which has its own operations director. But, for purposes of revenues and expenses, HCTD is
divided into three divisions—Killeen, Temple, and Rural—to reflect that Killeen and Temple are
considered separate UZAs by the US Census Bureau and thus receive different amounts of federal
funds.

Service Area Demographics
This section describes HCTD’s service area, presents demographic statistics on population and
income for counties and cities, and explains the meaning and importance of urbanized area
designations. A summary is provided here:
SERVICE AREA DEMOGRAPHICS – OVERVIEW
HCTD serves approximately 530,000 people in nine counties
•
•

Most people live in predominantly urban Bell County
Most of the land area is rural

HCTD’s urban population is growing much faster than its rural population
•
•

Bell County has grown by 17 percent since 2010, compare to an average of 3 percent
for the eight rural counties
Belton was the single fastest growing jurisdiction over the last decade

Killeen and Temple are considered separate urbanized areas by the US Census Bureau
•
•
•

UZA designations help determine federal funding allocations
UZAs are redefined every ten years
The Killeen and Temple UZAs could become one at some point in the future

HCTD serves a nine-county area with a total population about 530,000 people and a land area of
about 8,400 square miles. Figure 1, below, depicts the counties, urbanized areas, and operating
facilities in the service area. Table 1 presents key demographic statistics for Bell County, the eight
rural counties, the five cities in the urban service area, and the State of Texas.
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Figure 1: HCTD Service Area

Table 1: Demographic Statistics

Jurisdiction

Estimated
Population
(2019)

Population
Growth,
2010–2019

Percent of
Population Age
65 and Over

Median Income,
2014–2018

Bell County

362,924

17.0%

11.2%

$54,184

Eight Rural
Counties

167,660

3.0%

24.6%

$47,953

Belton

22,885

25.5%

11.4%

$53,623

Copperas Cove

33,235

3.1%

10.0%

$52,715

Harker Heights

32,421

21.3%

9.4%

$72,603

Killeen

151,666

18.6%

5.9%

$50,418

Temple

78,439

18.7%

15.1%

$52,226

28,995,881

15.3%

12.9%

$59,570

Texas
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Urban Service Area
Bell County is predominantly urban and is home to about two-thirds of the service area population.
It has a younger and slightly wealthier population than the service area as a whole and has grown
by 17 percent since 2010.
Killeen and Temple are the two primary cities in Bell County and account for most of its
population. Despite their proximity, the two cities are distinct economically and demographically.
Larger Killeen is dominated by Fort Hood, a US Army base, which partly accounts for the city’s
young population. Smaller Temple’s economy, by contrast, is focused on healthcare, logistics, and
distribution. Its share of elderly residents is higher than Killeen’s and is slightly above the
statewide average.
Of Bell County’s three smaller cities, Copperas Cove stands out for its slower growth and Harker
Heights for its higher median income. In general, though, the three cities more closely resemble
their larger urban neighbors than do the rural counties.

Rural Service Area
The other eight counties in HCTD’s service area are predominantly rural, have older populations,
and are much slower growing than the urban area. Median income varies widely by county, but
the median income of the rural area as a whole is lower than that of any jurisdiction in the urban
area.

Urbanized Area Designations
Although Bell County and its cities are effectively one urban area from a service perspective,
Killeen and Temple are designated as separate urbanized areas (UZAs) by the US Census Bureau.
UZA classification is based on criteria including population, population density, and land use and
is distinct from city or county limits. The Killeen UZA, for example, includes parts of neighboring
Copperas Cove, Harker Heights, and Nolanville and extends beyond Bell County into corners of
Coryell and Lampasas Counties. The Temple UZA extends beyond the city limits to take in Belton,
part of Troy, and some communities on Belton Lake.
UZAs are redefined following each census. As Table 2 shows, the populations and land areas of
the Killeen and Temple UZAs grew by as much as one-third between the 2000 and 2010 censuses.
As Bell County continues grows and the less developed area between the two UZAs decreases, the
Census Bureau could merge the Killeen and Temple UZAs into one, possibly as soon as 2020.
Table 2: UZA Population and Land Area Growth
Urbanized Area

2010
Population

% Change
from 2000

2010 Land
Area (sq. m.)

% Change from
2000

Killeen UZA

217,630

29.6%

84.8

32.4%

Temple UZA

90,390

25.7%

54.1

30.9%
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UZA designations are significant because the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) uses them to
allocate federal urban formula funds. The rules for using federal funds and the potential impact of
the UZAs being merged are discussed under Operating Revenues below.

Service Characteristics
This section describes the features of HCTD’s urban and rural services and surveys trends in
ridership and service hours over the last ten years. A summary is provided here:
SERVICE CHARACTERISTICS – OVERVIEW
HCTD has an urban division and a rural division
•
•

The urban division provides fixed-route and ADA paratransit service in urban Bell
County
The rural division provides general public demand-response service in the other eight
counties, but not rural Bell County

Most of the agency’s ridership is urban
•
•

Bell County accounted for 84 percent of passenger trips in FY 2019
Milam County had the highest ridership of the rural counties

Service and ridership have declined over the last several years due to lack of local funding
•
•
•

Ridership in FY 2019 was down 48 percent from a peak in FY 2013
Revenue hours in FY 2019 were down 43 percent from a peak in 2016
Reduced Medicaid service is the biggest factor in these declines

Service Overview
HCTD has two operating divisions: urban and rural. The urban division, which serves populous
Bell County, accounts for most of HCTD’s ridership. In FY 2019, Bell County accounted for about
84 percent of HCTD’s approximately 500,000 total trips. Milam County followed second with 4
percent, and the remaining counties contributed a few percent each (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2: Ridership by County, FY 2019

San Saba
1%
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84%
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3%
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2%

Urban Service
HCTD operates two services in its urban area: fixed-route service and Special Transit Service
(STS). Fixed-route service is bus service that adheres to defined stops and timetables. HCTD’s
fixed-route service, branded The HOP, started in Killeen in 2000 and was expanded to Temple in
2001. Today, HCTD has nine fixed routes: three in Killeen, two in Temple, one each in Belton,
Copperas Cove, and Harker Heights, and one connecting Killeen, Belton, and Temple. Figure 3
depicts the current route structure.
Figure 3: HCTD Fixed Routes
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STS is HCTD’s paratransit service for the disabled. The Americans with Disabilities Act requires
public transit providers to offer complementary paratransit service for the disabled within
three-quarters of a mile of fixed routes. STS rides are scheduled in advance and can carry riders
from their origins to their destinations or connect them to fixed routes.
The base fare for fixed-route service is $1.00 per ride, with discounts available for seniors,
children, students, Medicare recipients, and the disabled. The base fare for STS service is $2.00
per ride, which, at double the base fixed-route fare, is the maximum allowed by FTA.
The Killeen division owns 50 vehicles, and the Temple division owns 36. During full service, ten
vehicles operate on fixed-route service at a given time. The other vehicles provide ADA
complementary paratransit service and some trips into rural portions of Bell County. Maintenance
and dispatch for both Killeen and Temple are performed at the Belton facility.

Rural Service
In all rural areas except rural Bell County, HCTD operates demand-response service for the general
public, which is door-to-door, shared-ride service that riders schedule in advance. Fares are based
on distance: a trip of between zero and five miles costs $1.00, with each additional five miles
adding 50 cents, up to $5.50 for a 50-mile trip; each mile over 50 miles costs an additional 15
cents.
In rural Bell County, HCTD provides only medical trips. HCTD adopted this policy out of concern
that demand for trips other than medical trips from rural Bell County residents would strain rural
funding and HCTD’s resources.
Rural service is decentralized, with drivers and vehicles dispersed over the large service area. The
rural division has sixty-two vehicles total. Each county is allocated between two and ten vehicles,
depending on demand. Vehicles and drivers are stationed in their home counties at dedicated
offices, at least some of which are provided by or shared with other governmental or nonprofit
entities. Each county’s vehicles and drivers serve that county’s residents but may take passengers
to destinations in other counties.
Unlike urban vehicle maintenance, which is performed in-house at the Belton facility, rural vehicle
maintenance is performed locally under contract. Rural reservations and dispatch are provided
centrally by the dispatch facility in Belton, and administrative and support functions are provided
centrally from the Belton or San Saba facilities.

Service Trends
HCTD’s ridership has been declining over the past several years: from a high 974,000 trips in FY
2013, it fell to about 502,000 trips in FY 2019 (see Figure 4). HCTD’s total revenue hours (the
time vehicles spend in service, as opposed to coming and going from garages and maintenance
facilities) in FY 2019, meanwhile, were the lowest in a decade (see Figure 5).
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Figure 4: Ridership by Mode, FY 2009–2019
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Figure 5: Revenue Hours by Mode, FY 2009–2019
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Reduced Medicaid service is the biggest contributor to these declines in service and ridership.
HCTD has long provided non-emergency medical transportation for Medicaid recipients under
contract through state-operated program. In 2014, TxDOT changed the way it administers this
program. All trips are now funneled through regional brokers, who then operate or contract for
service through a number of public and private transportation providers. This change resulted in
HCTD handling fewer Medicaid trips and receiving less revenue from those trips it does handle.
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Medicaid trips are important to HCTD because the revenue they generate can be used as local
matching funds for federal grants. Fewer Medicaid funds has meant fewer federal funds for HCTD,
which has in turn led to reduced service and reduced ridership. Local matching funds will be
discussed in further detail later in this document.

Operating Costs
This section surveys trends in operating costs, assesses HCTD’s general administration costs, and
evaluates HCTD’s method of allocating costs across divisions and services. A summary is
provided here:
OPERATING COSTS – OVERVIEW
Although total operating costs have fallen for the last several years, operating costs per
passenger and per revenue hour have continued to increase
•
•
•

Operating costs per passenger increased by 32 percent from FY 2009 to FY 2019
Operating costs per revenue hour increased by 42 percent over the same period
HCTD’s operating costs per passenger and revenue hour are broadly in line with those
of its peers

HCTD is controlling general administration costs fairly well
•

HCTD’s general administration costs as a percentage of total operating costs—a
figure that helps indicate whether an agency’s discretionary spending is too high—is
favorable compared to its peers

HCTD allocates administrative costs by division and service type based on revenue hours
and duties performed
•

This cost allocation model does not result in any one division or service unfairly
subsidizing another

Trends in Operating Costs
HCTD’s total operating costs for FY 2019 were about $8.4 million. From an organizational
perspective, the Killeen division’s operating costs of $3.7 million were highest, followed by the
rural division’s at $2.5 million and the Temple division’s at $2.2 million. From a service
perspective, total costs for demand-response service—both urban and rural—were $6.1 million,
more than double the costs for fixed-route service.
Operating costs for FY 2019 are up from $6.9 million in FY 2009 but down from a peak of $11.7
million in FY 2016, because HCTD is now running less service (see Figure 6). But while total
operating costs are lower, declining ridership has resulted in higher costs per passenger, and
reduced service has yielded higher operating costs per revenue hour (see Figure 7 and Figure 8).
HCTD is not yet an outlier by these measures. As discussed in chapter 3, below, HCTD’s operating
costs per revenue hour are fairly comparable to its peers, with costs per revenue hour for fixedNancy R. Edmonson, Transportation Consulting
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route service slightly higher than the peers and costs per revenue hour for demand-response service
slightly lower than the peers.
Figure 6: Operating Costs by Mode, FY 2009–2019
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Figure 7: Operating Costs Per Passenger, FY 2009–2019
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Figure 8: Operating Cost Per Revenue Hour, FY 2009–2019
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General and Administrative Costs
FTA’s National Transit Database divides operating costs into four categories:
•

Vehicle Operations

•

Vehicle Maintenance

•

Facilities Maintenance

•

General Administration

The first three categories comprise over 80 percent of HCTD’s operating costs, so the trends in
total operating costs, operating costs per passenger, and operating costs per revenue hour described
above largely mirror trends in operations and maintenance costs. General administration costs,
though, are somewhat more discretionary and thus more controllable than operating and
maintenance costs. They are therefore analyzed separately here.
A high percentage of general administration costs relative to total operating costs could indicate
excess spending on items other than direct service provision. But organizational structure is also
an important factor in the amount of general administration costs an agency incurs. Many
municipal agencies, for example, share overhead function such as human resources and legal
services with other city departments.
To gauge whether HCTD’s general administration costs are high, the study compared equivalent
data for several peer agencies: Brazos Transit District, Concho Valley Transit District, MidlandOdessa Urban Transit District, and Waco Transit (the Waco urbanized area only). As Table 3
shows, HCTD’s 2018 general administration costs as a percentage of total costs are quite low
compared to these peers. Although there can be some inconsistency across agencies in how
administration costs are categorized, these results indicate that HCTD’s general administration
costs are reasonable and likely quite lean.
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Table 3: General Administration Costs as Percentage of Operating Costs, Selected Peer
Agencies, FY 2018
Agency

Fixed
Route

DemandResponse

Total

HCTD

14.0%

18.4%

17.2%

Brazos Transit District

33.1%

41.7%

36.1%

Concho Valley Transit District

24.3%

31.9%

29.7%

N/A

N/A

21.5% 1

Waco Transit (urban only)

22.1%

27.5%

23.2%

Peer Average

26.5%

33.7%

27.6%

Midland-Odessa UTD (urban only)

1.

FY 2021 data

Shared Cost Allocation
HCTD allocates administrative costs allocated by division and service type, yielding five
categories:
•

Killeen fixed-route

•

Killeen demand-response

•

Temple fixed-route

•

Temple demand-response

•

Rural demand-response

Costs are allocated into these five categories rather than just to the three divisions, because some
sources of operating funds are applicable to only certain divisions (e.g., rural), while others are
applicable to only certain types of service (e.g., demand-response). Therefore, HCTD must track
its costs across all five categories.
In general, HCTD allocates shared costs based on the number of revenue hours operated by each
service. Allocating costs by revenue hours is common in the transit industry, because the number
of hours operated on each service tends to reflect the comparative level of effort needed for each.
For example, the cost of operator wages, one of the largest cost components of transit service, is
clearly a function of the number of hours operated. While more complicated allocation models can
be developed, allocating by revenue hours is generally considered a fair system.
Some administrative costs apply to all five categories; others apply only to two, three, or four.
Staff costs are allocated annually to the appropriate categories by person. The General Manager’s
salary, for example, is spread across all five categories, while the Director of Urban Operations’
salary is spread across only the four urban categories.
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After a detailed review of the general model and how it was applied in FY 2019, HCTD’s cost
allocation model appears to be fair. Neither the methodology nor the resulting data indicate any
cross-subsidization of costs across the divisions or service types.

Operating Revenues
This section details HCTD’s sources of revenue and explains how the agency meets local matching
requirements for federal grants. A summary is provided here:
OPERATING REVENUES – OVERVIEW
HCTD’s main sources of revenue are federal grants, state grants, contributions from cities,
fare revenue, and Medicaid transportation
Federal grants are HCTD’s largest revenue source, accounting for over half of total revenue
•
•
•

Section 5307 urban area formula funds are apportioned by UZA according to
population, population density, and amount of transit service provided
Section 5311 rural formula funds are apportioned primarily by land area and
population
Federal funds require local matching funds

Medicaid transportation is HCTD’s largest source of local matching funds, followed by
contributions from the member cities and Area Agencies on Aging
•
•
•

Medicaid revenues have declined over the past several years due to changes in how
the program is administered
Contributions from the cities are small relative to contributions to transit from local
governments in similar-sized urban areas
HCTD is beginning to have trouble securing enough local matching funds to take
advantage of federal operating funds

Fare revenue accounts for only a small percentage of operating revenues
•

Fare revenue is not forecast to increase substantially in the future and may not be used
as local match

Figure 9 presents HCTD’s total operating revenues by source for FY 2019, and Table 4 splits those
revenues by division and source. Then, each funding source and its contribution to HCTD’s budget
is discussed in detail below.
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Figure 9: Total Operating Revenues by Source, FY 2019
State, $1,291,740,
15%

Federal,
$4,535,256, 54%

Local Government,
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Fares, $397,817,
5%

Medicaid and
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21%
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Table 4: Operating Revenues by Source and Division, FY 2019
Division

Rural

Killeen

Temple

Total

Federal Transportation Grants

$924,647

$2,497,456

$1,113,153

$4,535,256

State Transportation Grants

$537,590

$386,517

$367,633

$1,291,740

City and County Contributions
$117,512

$117,512

City of Copperas Cove

$97,238

$97,238

City of Harker Heights

$38,895

$38,895

City of Killeen

City of Temple

$136,727

$136,727

City of Belton

$31,031

$31,031

Subtotal - City and County
Contributions 1

$0

$253,645

$167,758

$421,403

$917,137

$330,078

$453,501

$1,700,715

Area Agencies on Aging (AAA)

$18,352

$0

$0

$18,352

Fare Revenues 2

$75,417

$207,993

$114,407

$397,817

$2,473,143

$3,675,689

$3,799,902

$8,521,409

Medicaid Service

TOTAL
1

Bell County contributed $156, 125 in calendar year 2018 for use in 2019.

2

Includes contributions from AAA riders

Federal Revenue Sources
Grants from the Federal Transit Administration comprise the largest share of revenues for the two
urban divisions and the second-largest share of revenues for the rural division. In general, federal
grants may be used to fund up to 80 percent of capital expenses and 50 percent of operating
expenses. The remainder, termed matching funds, must come from either the state or the local
entity.

Section 5307 Urbanized Area Formula Program
Section 5307 is FTA’s largest funding program for urban transit agencies and is HCTD’s largest
source of federal funds. Section 5307 funds are apportioned by UZA, not by agency, based on
factors including population, population density, and amount of transit service provided.
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HCTD receives 5307 funds for the Temple and Killeen UZAs, but the rules for using these funds
differ. The Temple UZA is a small UZA, with a population between 50,000 and 200,000.
Temple funds may be used for operating expenses with no restrictions. The Killeen UZA is a
large UZA, with a population over 200,000. In general, funds apportioned to large UZAs may
not be used for operating expenses. But, under the Section 5307 Operating Assistance Special
Rule, agencies in large UZAs that run 75 or fewer vehicles in peak service, including HCTD,
may use up to 75 percent of their 5307 funds to cover operating expenses. Historically, HCTD
has not approached the 75-percent cap. Data for FY 2014–2018 (the most recent complete data
available) show that the portion of the Killeen UZA’s 5307 funds spent on operating expenses
has remained between 50 and 65 percent (see Figure 10).
Figure 10: Portion of 5307 Funds Used for Operating Expenses, Killeen Division, FY 2014–
2018
100.0%
95.0%
90.0%
85.0%
80.0%
75.0%
70.0%
65.0%
60.0%
55.0%
50.0%

2014

2015

2016

2017

Killeen

Killeen Operating Cap

2018

In FY 2019, HCTD received approximately $2.5 million in operating revenue for Killeen
(including some funds apportioned in FY 2018) and $1.1 million in operating revenue for
Temple from Section 5307 funds. Recently, a shortage of local matching funds, not the operating
assistance cap, has been the constraint on the use of federal funds for operating expenses. If
HCTD were to use the full 75 percent of Killeen’s 5307 allocation for operating expenses, it
could capture between $200,000 to $400,000 more federal dollars. But, doing so would require
an equal amount of local matching funds, because the maximum federal share for operating
grants is 50 percent. Assuming local match were found, the result would be a 10 to 20 percent
increase in operating budget for the Killeen division.
HCTD’s operating expenses will continue to grow and could eventually outpace growth in
federal funding. When and if they do so is a function of how much service HCTD runs. Between
FY 2014 and FY 2018, the combined 5307 apportionment for the Killeen and Temple UZAs
grew by 8 percent, while HCTD’s total operating costs grew by only 4 percent. HCTD reduced
service during that period, however. If the agency opts to increase service in the future, operating
costs have to potential to grow faster than federal funding.
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Section 5311 Formula Grants for Rural Areas Program
FTA’s Section 5311 Formula Grants for Rural Areas program fund capital and operating expenses
for public transportation in rural areas and in cities with populations less than 50,000. Funds are
apportioned primarily by land area and population and are allocated to the states, who then
distribute the funds to eligible operators. In FY 2019, HCTD received about $925,000 in Section
5311 funds in support of its rural operations.

Section 5310 Enhanced Mobility of Seniors and Individuals with Disabilities Program
Section 5310 grants provide capital and operating assistance for urban and rural services that
benefit the program’s target groups. In FY 2019, HCTD did not receive any Section 5310 funds,
but it has in the past and plans to in the future. Section 5310 funds remain available during the
fiscal year of apportionment plus two additional years. Because the annual apportionments are
relatively small (e.g., about $150,000 per year for Killeen), HCTD has often combined at least two
years of Section 5310 apportionments into one application. It currently plans to continue that
process.

State Revenue Sources
The State of Texas also supports HCTD’s urban and rural services. Funds are apportioned
according to several formulas according to urbanized area population, type of service, and service
performance. TxDOT also provides matching funds for Temple’s Section 5307 grants and rural
Section 5311 grants. State funds account for a larger share of rural revenues than urban revenues.
In FY 2019, HCTD received $538,000 in state rural grants and $754,000 in state urban grants.

Local Revenue Sources
Local revenue sources are critical to the financial strength of a transit agency, because most federal
and some state grants require local matching funds. Therefore, a shortage of local funds can reduce
total available grant funds.

Medicaid
HCTD’s largest local funding source is Medicaid’s non-emergency medical transportation
program. HCTD relies on Medicaid funding for local match for federal grants. As discussed above,
changes by TxDOT in how it administers the Medicaid program have resulted in HCTD providing
fewer Medicaid trips, which has in turn reduced the amount of federal funding the agency can
access. Lacking other local funding sources to compensate, HCTD has had to reduce service.

Cities and Counties
HCTD’s other main source of local funds is support from the cities and, at times, counties in the
service area. HCTD requests funds from the five cities and Bell County each year, but the amounts
actually contributed are determined by the cities and county themselves. Local government
contributions are, in essence, funds of last resort—whatever expenses are not covered by other
sources must come from them, or else service must be reduced.
Together, local governments in the service area contributed $421,000 in FY 2019, down from
$535,000 in FY 2018. As shown in Table 4, Temple was the largest contributor in FY 2019,
followed by Killeen, Copperas Cove, Harker Heights, and Belton. None of the counties made cash
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contributions to HCTD’s FY 2019 budget. Bell County contributed $156,000 in its own FY 2019
budget, but this cash was received and spent by HCTD in its FY 2018 budget. Normally, Bell
County’s 2020 contribution would have appeared in HCTD’s 2019 statement of revenues and
expenses, but HCTD refunded the 2020 contribution when the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and
Economic Security (CARES) Act funds became available. HCTD likewise refunded the cities’ FY
2020 contributions. Because CARES Act funds cover 100 percent of operating and capital
expenses, HCTD plans to use them to fund operating expenses in FY 2020 and FY 2021.
To assess whether the total local contribution to HCTD’s budget is typical, local government
contributions to transit agencies in similar-sized urbanized areas were investigated. Table 5
presents the contribution of local governments to transit in four UZAs in Texas using the most
recent available budgets. These UZAs differ from those selected for the peer review in chapter 3
because the focus here is on agencies serving similar sized populations, not agencies providing
similar amounts of service.
The results show that, at about 5 percent of operating costs, the total contribution of HCTD’s local
governments was well below that of the other governments in the other UZAs studied. In Amarillo
and Brownsville, all local funds come from the cities; in Lubbock, city funds are supplemented
with revenue from an economic development corporation; and in Midland-Odessa, Ector County
contributes a small amount specifically for Section 5310 service on top of the cities’ contributions.
Table 5: Local Government Contribution to Urban Service Operating Costs, Selected
UZAs, Most Recent Available Data
UZA
Killeen and Temple
(FY 2019)
Amarillo (FY 2020)
Brownsville (FY 2020)
Lubbock (FY 2020)1
Midland-Odessa (FY
2021)

Urban
Population
Operating
(2010)
Costs

Local Government
Percentage of
Share of
Operating Costs
Operating Costs

308,020

$8,521,409

$421,403

4.9%

196,651
217,585
237,356

$5,763,279
$5,987,372
$14,152,316

$1,833,477
$2,018,357
$3,258,473

31.8%
33.7%
23.0%

244,212

$6,548,590

$ 1,303,512

20.0%

Area Agencies on Aging
The nine counties of HCTD are split across three councils of government (COGs), which serve as
conduits for funding from Area Agencies on Aging (AAAs), nonprofit organizations that provide
support services for the elderly. The COGs distribute small sums from three AAAs to the rural
division.

Transportation Development Credits
Local match can also be provided with Transportation Development Credits (TDCs), a financing
tool by which the federal government credits states for local and state investment in toll projects.
TDCs are credits, not cash. They may be used as matching funds for federally supported projects,
meaning that such projects become 100-percent federally funded.
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In Texas, TDCs are awarded by TxDOT, which reserves a portion of TDCs for public transit
projects. In awarding TDCs, TxDOT generally aims to maximize available federal funds, so it
prioritizes projects where federal funds would otherwise go unused due to inability to provide the
non-federal share. Credits are usually awarded for capital projects such as replacing buses, building
new transit facilities, and investing in information technology, but can be used to match operating
grant funds as well.
In FY 2019, HCTD made a one-time request to use TDCs worth $447,000 to match Section 5307
funds for the Killeen division. Without TDCs, HCTD would not have been able to access all of
the federal operating assistance available to it, because its other local revenue sources would not
have covered the required local match. Because TDCs are not cash, they do not appear in Table 4.

In-Kind Contributions
In the past, HCTD has tracked in-kind contributions to operating costs, which in general are items
such as office space shared with another government entity and overhead services provided by
other often larger organizations. In HCTD’s case, some rural counties provide office space for
rural operations. HCTD stopped tracking these contributions several years ago. Medicaid revenue
has always provided enough local match for the rural division, so HCTD decided that tracking inkind contributions was not worthwhile.

Fare Revenue
The only other source of funds for HCTD is fare revenue, which helps cover operating costs but
may not be used as local match. HCTD has not raised its fares in many years, and fares are unlikely
to become a major source of operating funds. HCTD records cash fares for each division according
to which service they were received on. It allocates sales of passes to the two urban divisions
according to service hours, just as shared operating costs are allocated. In FY 2019, fare revenues
covered about 3 to 6 percent of each division’s operating costs.

Capital Costs and Revenues
This report has focused on operating costs and revenues because funding annual operations is a
greater challenge than funding capital projects for HCTD and indeed most transit agencies. Still,
HCTD does have periodic capital costs, such as new buses and passenger amenities. The
proportion of capital costs to operating costs varies year-to-year, but HCTD’s capital costs are in
general much lower than its operating costs.
Over the last five years, the agency’s major capital expenses have included about $5.6 million for
new vehicles and $650,000 for information and communication systems. These purchases have
been made primarily with federal grants, which cover up to 80 percent of expenses. State funds
have generally been used to meet local matching requirements.

Summary
HCTD operates multiple modes of service over a large geographic area with distinctly different
urban and rural areas. Overall, the agency manages its costs well. It has a low percentage of
general administration costs relative to total operating costs, and it allocates costs fairly among
divisions. Over the past several years, however, HCTD has had to reduce service, contributing to
lower ridership and higher costs per hour and per passenger. The most important contributing
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factor to reduced service—and HCTD’s biggest fiscal challenge—is a lack of local match funds.
Revenue from Medicaid trips is declining, and contributions from local governments are lower
than in similar-sized urban areas. CARES Act funds for FY 2020 and FY 2021 mean that the
agency is financially secure for several years, but if it would like to increase service in the future,
it will require more local funding.
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Chapter 2: Stakeholder Interviews
Introduction
To better understand goals for transit in the service area, phone interviews were conducted with
area stakeholders, including city and county staff and elected officials and other concerned parties.
Respondents were asked questions regarding how HCTD is perceived in their communities, what
services HCTD should provide, what challenges HCTD faces, and how HCTD should be organized
in the future. Each interview was tailored to the knowledge and interests of the stakeholder.
The results of these interviews are summarized below. This document does not attribute opinions
to specific stakeholders, instead describing trends that emerged from the interviews as a whole.
These perspectives were used to help develop the options and recommendations discussed in
chapter 5.

Participating Stakeholders
Table 6 lists the stakeholders who were interviewed along with their organizations and functions.
Most are either current HCTD board members or community officials who regularly work with
HCTD and are thus familiar with HCTD’s structure, governance, funding, and services. Those
who have less contact with HCTD are generally familiar with service in their areas but less so with
the agency as a whole.
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Table 6: Organizations and Roles of Participating Stakeholders
Stakeholder

Organization

Position

Sam Listi

City of Belton

City Manager

Dan Kirkley

City of Belton

City Councilman/HCTD Board Member

Fred Chavez

City of Copperas Cove

City Councilman

Joseph Molis

City of Harker Heights

Planning Director

Kristina Ramirez

City of Harker Heights

Assistant Public Works Director

Leslie Hinkle

City of Killeen

Executive Director of Community
Development

Judy Morales

City of Temple

Mayor Pro Tem

Bob Browder

Temple Reinvestment
Zone

Board of Directors

David Blackburn

Bell County

County Judge/ HCTD Board Chair

Ebony Jackson

Bell County

Director of Bell/Mills County Indigent
Health Care Program

Keith Allen Curry

Hamilton County

Commissioner/HCTD Board Member

Randall Hoyer

Lampasas County

County Judge/ HCTD Board Member

Peter Jones

Llano County

Commissioner/HCTD Board Vice Chair

Stephen Mutschink

Mason County

Commissioner/HCTD Board Member

Byron Theodosis

San Saba County

County Judge/ HCTD Board Member

Impressions of HCTD
This series of questions assessed how HCTD is perceived in the community and by what measures
stakeholders think the agency should be judged. Broadly speaking, rural communities are happy
with the services HCTD provides and the performance reports that the agency currently produces.
Urban communities have more concerns, and urban stakeholders would like to see improvements
in service and management.

Have you or anyone you know used HCTD’s services?
Only one interviewee had ever used HCTD’s services, though some had ridden either to evaluate
service or on demonstration trips. Family members of a few others have used an HCTD service.
Yet, lacking firsthand knowledge of the system, most stakeholders said that awareness of HCTD
in their communities is fairly or very high, particularly among residents who need it.
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How is HCTD perceived in your
community?
Here the opinions of rural stakeholders differ
sharply from those of their urban counterparts.
Rural representatives unanimously felt that the
public perceived HCTD and its services positively.
Urban stakeholders, however, reported a more
critical urban public: some current riders perceive
HCTD poorly due to recent service cuts, some
potential riders perceive the service to be
unreliable, and some nonriders perceive the
system to be underused.

Is HCTD well run?
In general, stakeholders who said that the public
views HCTD positively said that HCTD is well
managed. Rural stakeholders unanimously gave
management high marks for effectiveness and
efficiency, with many citing HCTD’s success at
meeting and beating its own goals for on-time
performance, breakdowns, and other service
quality measures. They also cited the lack of
complaints by constituents as evidence that the
service was well-run.

IMPRESSIONS OF HCTD
Rural stakeholders are pleased with
current service
•
•
•

Rural constituents have voiced
few if any complaints, indicating
comfortable, useful service
HCTD meets its performance
goals, indicating well-run service
HCTD’s performance reports are
a useful and effective means of
measuring success

Urban stakeholders
are more critical
•
•
•

Riders and nonriders question the
reliability and usage of bus
service
HCTD is not doing enough to
diversify funding sources and
implement new technologies
Communication with riders and
elected officials is poor
HCTD’s performance reports are
useful, but ridership should be
tracked more closely to improve
urban service

•
Urban stakeholders painted a different picture.
Many were critical of HCTD’s management.
Some felt that HCTD operates its basic service
effectively but is not creatively addressing issues
such as funding. Similarly, a couple of
stakeholders lamented that HCTD is not taking advantage of new technologies in operations or
fare payment. Others said that HCTD does not communicate well with riders or elected officials,
even when the district must make necessary and prudent changes.
Others were critical of HCTD’s service. One urban stakeholder felt that HCTD’s urban service is
limited and not responsive to the needs of the community, indicating that the agency is poorly
managed or inefficient. Several more raised the issues of reliability and travel time. One said the
service was not reliable enough to be useful, while another said the service was reliable but too
slow to be useful. And finally, one respondent felt that the Board acted as a “good ol’ boys club”
and did not deploy service to meet demand, as it should be.

How should performance be measured?
All of the rural respondents, who are all HCTD board members, thought the current performance
reports published by HCTD measured the efficiency and effectiveness of the system. In addition,
most believed that complaints (or lack thereof) from constituents were an important measure of
HCTD’s performance.
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Urban stakeholders’ responses varied more.
Current board members and some city staff are
familiar with the current performance reports.
While they generally thought the reports measure
efficiency and effectiveness well, some felt
additional measures should be tracked, including
ridership by major stop for fixed routes, costefficiency, and fuel efficiency. One stakeholder
specifically mentioned the need to “demonstrate
good stewardship of public funds” by tracking
asset maintenance. Another felt the current
performance reporting was limited to only those
measures that need to be reported to the Federal
Transit Administration each year, rather than
including efficiency and effectiveness measures
that are more relevant to local elected officials.
Those not familiar with current performance
reports tended to cite total ridership as the most
important measure of success. Interestingly, unlike
the rural stakeholders, only two urban respondents
cited constituent complaints as a gauge for how
well the system is operating.

Purpose of Public Transportation

PURPOSE OF HCTD
Mobility for seniors is critical
•

Low-income residents, students,
and commuters are also important
markets

Residents need to travel across the
region
•
•
•

Access to medical care often
requires long trips
Killeen and Temple are
economic, medical, and
recreational hubs
Fort Hood creates regional
demand

HCTD meets the needs of rural
communities
•

Seniors are the heaviest users and
demand-response service suits
their needs well

Next, stakeholders were asked what functions
HCTD does not fully meet the needs of
transit should fulfill and whether HCTD does so
urban communities
currently. Here, rural and urban stakeholders alike
agreed that transit is critical to mobility for seniors
• Routes do not go where people
and that transit should be used to tie the region
need to go
together more closely. Urban stakeholders,
•
Service is too sparse, infrequent,
however, believe that transit can and should do
and unreliable to be useful
more, offering services aimed at a broader market.
They think that HCTD is not doing enough to meet
the needs of groups including students, lower income residents needing to get to work, and soldiers
at Fort Hood.

What should be the functions of transit?
Rural stakeholders cited mobility for seniors and the disabled as the primary purpose of public
transportation in their counties, with a few adding low-income or indigent residents to that group.
The ability to access nutrition, medical care, and shopping facilities were discussed as important
functions of transit. Urban representatives agreed, but they also mentioned other functions
including facilitating economic growth and providing access to jobs and education. They were also
more likely to prioritize low-income residents, who need transit to access full-service grocery
stores, lifeline services, and health care.
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Who should have access to transit?
All stakeholders said that transit should be available to the general public while acknowledging
that some groups need the service more than others.

Should service be locally or regionally oriented?
Likewise, nearly all stakeholders believed that transit should be used to connect the region. Rural
representatives emphasized the need for access to specialized medical services, which are often
not available in rural counties. Representatives of the smaller cities prioritized connections to
Killeen and Temple, where many residents go for jobs, shopping, and medical services. Indeed,
Temple is a particularly important destination across the region because of its hospitals. A few
respondents envisioned even broader regional service, with connections to public transportation
providers in Austin and Waco to expand job opportunities for their residents.

Does HCTD meet the needs of the community?
Most rural stakeholders felt that HCTD is meeting the needs of their communities, although a few
qualified their responses by saying that service could always be improved. Urban respondents, on
the other hand, agreed almost unanimously that the transportation needs of their communities are
not being met. Common concerns include:
•
•
•
•
•

Routes do not cover all of the areas needed (e.g., Fort Hood, Texas A&M UniversityCentral Texas, employers on outskirts of region)
Walks to bus stops are too long in many high-need areas
Service hours are too short to be useful (particularly for residents with jobs in retail or those
travelling to Temple for medical services)
Frequency is inadequate
Reliability is questionable

Many cited the recent cuts in fixed route service as evidence that HCTD was not responsive to the
needs of the riders.

What are the Major Challenges of HCTD Today?
All participants recognize that HCTD has many challenges. Some factors were cited by numerous
respondents, others by just one or two people—but all were well-thought out and are worth
documenting. In contrast to the questions above, there was no consistent divide between rural and
urban stakeholders or between HCTD board members and community representatives.

Funding
Funding, both short- and long-term, was the most commonly cited challenge. Some stakeholders
specifically felt the challenge was raising sufficient funds to sustain current service levels; others
felt more funds were needed to address unmet needs. One stakeholder expressed the issue as “how
do we do more with the money we have”. Another person felt that the major players had unrealistic
expectations about the amount of local funding needed to support the service.
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Growth
Meeting the needs of growing communities was
the second most commonly cited challenge.
Multiple interviewees felt HCTD has not
responded well to rapid growth in its urban areas
and that current service is inadequate to the needs
of many urban residents. One person summarized
the issue by stating that HCTD was twenty years
behind the times.

Leadership

CHALLENGES TODAY
Funding is scarce
•

Stakeholders question whether
HCTD has sufficient funding to
maintain its current service and
increase service in the future

Rapid urban growth is generating unmet
needs
•

No other single challenge emerged from the
interviews, but many respondents described
challenges that broadly relate to leadership, focus,
and sense of purpose. These include:

Killeen and Temple continue to
add residents and businesses
while rural areas are stable

Stronger leadership is needed
•
•
•
•
•

Poor staff and Board leadership
•
Poor communication between staff and
•
Board and between Board members and
their constituencies
Discord among member entities, especially
related to funding
Different focuses of different counties and cities
Public branding and service visibility

The agency has no unified vision
Communication with the public is
lacking

The Future: Funding, Fares, and Structure
Of all the questions asked, this set generated the least agreement and specificity. Some
stakeholders demurred, saying they did not know enough about funding and fares to develop
reasoned opinions, while others consciously avoided the political pitfalls of discussing money.

How should HCTD be funded?
Currently, HCTD is funded primarily by federal and state grants, with fare revenue and
contributions from the five cities comprising the remainder. In FY 2019, no county government
contributed to the budget. Most rural representatives doubted this would change—they do not see
their counties contributing to HCTD’s budget, either because of lack funds or because they think
state and federal sources should be adequate. Interestingly, though, two county representatives said
the counties should expect to pay a share at some point in the future.
Urban stakeholders recognized that city contributions are essential, but most thought they lacked
the context or background knowledge to know whether the current contributions are adequate. The
City of Belton, however, does feel that its contribution is fair, based on the number of Belton
residents using the service.
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A couple of stakeholders felt that HCTD must seek
out new sources of funding, including advertising
and new private partnerships.
Multiple stakeholders expressed concerns about
urban areas subsidizing rural service or vice versa.
A few interviewees cited the need to look for new
and creative funding sources, such as advertising
revenues and large employers.

Should fares be raised?
Overall, most rural and urban stakeholders thought
the current fares are fair. A few felt that fares could
be raised so long as service is reliable. Others felt
that fares should be raised to help generate political
support for the service by demonstrating that riders
are paying their fair share. One respondent felt that
slightly higher fares would ensure that riders have
“skin in the game” and demonstrate that the service
provided is valuable.

How should HCTD be structured in the
future?
The rural-urban divide was nowhere more
apparent than in stakeholders’ answers to the
question of how transit delivery should be
structured in the future—combined rural and urban
operation as it is today or split into smaller entities.
Rural stakeholders unanimously approve of the
current structure, predominantly because they
believe that it minimizes overhead costs and is thus
more cost-efficient.

THE FUTURE AT HCTD
There is little agreement on where
funding should come from
•
•

Few stakeholders envision their
jurisdictions contributing more to
the budget
Many are concerned that their
constituencies are unfairly
subsidizing others

The fares are fair
•

Few stakeholders are interested in
raising fares

Rural stakeholders and most HCTD
board members favor maintaining the
current organizational structure
•

They believe it to be fair and costefficient

Urban stakeholders and non-HCTD
board members are interested in different
structures
•
•

Some expressly favor separate
rural and urban providers
Others simply prefer whichever
arrangement is most cost-efficient

Urban stakeholders varied more in their responses. Two agreed with their rural colleagues that the
current structure should be maintained. One cited the idea that the single agency structure
minimizes overhead costs, while the other believed that a regional agency has the greatest potential
to smooth regional connections for passengers. Three other urban stakeholders, meanwhile,
specifically recommended breaking up the agency. One thought a local urban agency would have
more control over routes and service and thus be able to respond to residents’ needs more easily.
Another believes that the transit needs of the rural and urban areas are so different as to require
two entities. This respondent went further, even suggesting that Temple and Killeen could have
separate transit providers, since the sources of demand in two urban areas differ substantially. One
respondent just felt that the current structure was not working; therefore, something needed to
change. Finally, the remaining three urban stakeholders felt that the best structure is whichever is
most efficient.
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A sharp divide between HCTD board members and non-board members became apparent here as
well. Almost all board members favored maintaining the current structure, but most non-board
members preferred either breaking up the agency or opting for the cost-efficient structure, even if
that means splitting HCTD in two (or even three).

Other Comments
Some comments and opinions gathered in the interview process do not fit into the categories
outlined above but are nonetheless valuable. Various stakeholders would like to see HCTD doing
the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide an avenue for riders to serve on the board or in an advisory capacity
Create transfers hubs to facilitate both transfers between fixed routes and transfers from
demand-response service to fixed-route service
Provide more service oriented toward Fort Hood, including routes to bars and other
entertainment venues
Seek out innovate and different ways of providing services
Provide mobile hot spots on buses
Generate revenue through advertising and other new sources
Use GIS and other modern tools to make routes better and more efficient

Conclusion
Despite their different backgrounds, positions, and constituencies, the stakeholders interviewed
agreed on many important points. Certainly, no one interviewed is inherently opposed to transit.
All interviewees understand the importance of transit to senior citizens but also recognize that it
benefits the general public. They would, by and large, like to see transit used to facilitate movement
within the region. And they believe that the cost of transit to riders is fair for the services being
provided.
On other points, however, there is a stark divide between rural and urban stakeholders. Rural
representatives see a well-run agency that effectively provides critical mobility services for senior
citizens who can no longer drive. Urban representatives see a stagnant agency that is behind the
times and failing to meet the transportation needs of its cities. It is no surprise, then, that urban
stakeholders are consistently the most interested in changing the current structure.
These interviews demonstrate that public perception, internal politics, regional tradition, and local
interests all have roles to play in ultimately determining the best structure for HCTD. The
perspectives gathered here contribute to the development and assessment of options in chapter 5.
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Chapter 3: Peer Review
Introduction
To provide context for HCTD’s operations and to assess whether different structures produce
different outcomes, a peer review was conducted of eight areas in Texas that contain both urban
and rural transit districts. Data come from HCTD, NTD, and TxDOT. The urban and rural areas
studied are depicted in Figure 10:
Figure 11: Peer Areas

Factors considered in selecting these peers include geography and organizational structure. All
eight regions have at least one small-to-midsized urban area surrounded by a large rural area. For
the most part, areas near major metropolitan centers were avoided (Capital Area Rural
Transportation System, which surrounds Austin, is the exception), as were areas along the TexasMexico border (West Texas Opportunities serves border counties, but there are no significant
urban areas on either side of the border there). Entirely rural regions were also ruled out, since one
of HCTD’s defining features is its mixture of urban and rural service.
At the same time, a mix of organizational structures was sought: urban service and rural service
are provided by single entities in four of these areas and by separate entities in the other four. These
two groups will be termed aggregate peers and disaggregate peers in this report.
The aggregate peers are as follows, with the service provider listed first, followed by the district’s
primary urbanized area. HCTD would be considered an aggregate agency by this definition.
•

Brazos Transit District | Bryan-College Station
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•
•
•

Capital Area Rural Transportation System | San Marcos
Concho Valley Transit District | San Angelo
Golden Crescent Regional Planning Commission | Victoria

The disaggregate peers are as follows, with the urban provider listed first, followed by the rural
provider.
•
•
•
•

City of Abilene | Central Texas Rural Transit District
Midland-Odessa Urban Transit District | West Texas Opportunities
City of Waco | Heart of Texas Council of Governments | McLennan County Rural Transit
District
City of Wichita Falls | Rolling Plains Management Corporation

All of the peers have enough similarities to HCTD to make comparison worthwhile, but a few have
unusual features that bear comment:
•

•
•
•

CARTS offers some rural, intercity fixed-route services that have no parallel at HCTD or
the other peers. Therefore, when this report references CARTS’s fixed-route service, it uses
data for its San Marcos service only, and CARTS data are excluded from averages where
it is impossible to accurately split urban fixed-route data from rural fixed-route data.
The City of Waco operates a large service for Baylor University. This service is paid for
by the university and results in much higher revenue and ridership figures than would
otherwise be expected in Waco. These data are excluded from some averages as well.
The area surrounding Waco has two rural transit districts. Where data for rural service are
referenced in this report, data for Heart of Texas COG and McLennan County RTD are
combined.
The City of Wichita Falls does not provide ADA-complementary demand-response
service. Instead, all of its bus routes are point-deviation routes, meaning that ADA-eligible
customers can make reservations for buses to pick them up or drop them off within a certain
distance of the normal route.

In the following discussion, demographic data come from the Texas Transit Performance
Dashboard, a website developed by the Texas A&M Transportation Institute for TxDOT. Then,
measures of performance are presented for the eight regions for all service, for fixed-route urban
service, and for rural service. Splitting the data this way required some compromises. Data for
fixed-route service were gathered from the Federal Transit Administration’s National Transit
Database (NTD), which splits data by mode and by individual agencies’ fiscal years. Data for rural
service were gathered from the Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT), which splits data
by urban or rural area and by TxDOT’s fiscal year (September 1 through August 31). Data for
fixed-route and rural service will, therefore, not exactly align with the data for all service.
Nevertheless, fixed-route and rural comparisons are the most useful to make for this study despite
these challenges.
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Unless otherwise noted, all data in this report are for FY 2018, the most recent publicly available
numbers. HCTD reduced service and had fewer riders in FY 2019, so the assessments below may
not fully represent the situation today.

Peer Characteristics
Table 7 presents population, area size, population density, and the number of counties served by
transit for each peer, treating the disaggregate peers as single areas. The table shows that HCTD
falls in the middle of its peers in terms of size and density: it is the third most populous, the fifth
largest, and the fourth most densely populated. HCTD’s nine-county service area is less than the
peer average of twelve counties served, but it is the most common number of counties in a service
area among the group.
Table 7: Descriptive Statistics for Peers
Agency

Population

Area (sq. mi.)

Population Density Number of
(persons/sq. mi.)
Counties Served

Hill Country TD

493,799

8,415

58.7

9

Brazos TD

902,050

13,063

69.1

16

Capital Area TD

542,828

6,996

77.6

9

Concho Valley TD

155,925

15,358

10.2

12

Golden Crescent RPC

231,924

7,109

32.6

8

Abilene/Central
RTD

316,103

10,795

29.3

11

Midland-Odessa/W.
Texas Opp.

451,609

44,138

10.2

22

Waco Area

336,114

5,509

61.0

6

Wichita
Falls/Rolling
Plains MC

200,233

7,522

26.6

9

Peer Average

392,098

13,811

28.4

12

Texas

Table 8 presents population, area size, population density, and the type of organization providing
transit for the urban areas. It shows that Killeen and Temple combined have the most people and
cover the most area of any of the urban areas in the peer group and are the third-least densely
populated.
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Table 8: Descriptive Statistics for Urban Peers
Urban Area

Population

Area
(sq. mi.)

Population Density
(persons/sq. mi.)

Type of Organization

Killeen/Temple
(HCTD)

291,789

176

1,657.9

Sole-purpose transit
district

Bryan-College
Station (BTD)

185,236

97

1,909.6

Sole-purpose transit
district

San Marcos
(CARTS)

57,743

34

1,698.3

Sole-purpose transit
district

San Angelo (CVTD)

97,895

47

2,082.9

Sole-purpose transit
district

Victoria (GCRPC)

66,139

37

1,787.5 Council of governments

Abilene

122,612

107

1,145.9 Municipal department

Midland-Odessa

242,309

120

2,019.2

Waco

161,074

90

1,789.7 Municipal department

Wichita Falls

106,503

78

1,365.4 Municipal department

Peer Average

129,939

76

1,704.1

Sole-purpose transit
district

Table 9 compares the rural areas only by the same measures. HCTD falls squarely in the middle
here: its rural area is the fourth-most populous, the fifth largest, and the fifth densest.
Table 9: Descriptive Statistics for Rural Peers
Agency

Population

Area
(sq. mi.)

Population Density
(persons/sq. mi.)

Type of Organization

Hill Country TD

202,010

8,239

24.5

Sole-purpose transit
district

Brazos TD

716,814

12,966

55.3

Sole-purpose transit
district

Capital Area RTD

485,085

6,962

69.7

Sole-purpose transit
district

Concho Valley TD

58,030

15,311

3.8

Sole-purpose transit
district

165,785

7,072

23.4

Sole-purpose transit
district

Golden Crescent RPC
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Agency

Population

Area
(sq. mi.)

Population Density
(persons/sq. mi.)

Type of Organization

Central Texas RTD

193,491

10,688

18.1

Sole-purpose transit
district

West Texas
Opportunities

209,300

44,018

4.8

Community action
agency

Heart of Texas COG

113,173

4,490

25.2

McLennan County RTD

61,867

929

Rolling Plains MC

93,730

7,444

12.6

229,929

11,812

19.5

Peer Average

Council of
governments

66.6 Single county
Community action
agency

Service Provided
The peer agencies vary widely in terms of how much and what types of service they provide. This
report uses revenue hours to compare the amount of service provided. Revenue hours are the time
that transit vehicles operate while serving passengers; they exclude time spent driving to and from
garages or maintenance facilities. In terms of revenue hours, HCTD operates the third most service
of its peers (see Table 10).
HCTD and most of its peers provide two types of service: demand-response and fixed route.
Demand-response service is door-to-door, shared-ride service that passengers arrange in advance.
In urban areas it is used primarily to serve the disabled, in compliance with the Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA). In rural areas it is open to the general public and is usually the only mode
of public transportation. Fixed-route service is bus service that adheres to timetables and defined
stops. It is the usual mode of public transportation in urban areas and is sometimes used in rural
areas to connect into cities. HCTD, along with the area served by Abilene and Central Texas RTD
combined, operates the highest proportion of demand-response service among its peers (see Table
10).
Table 10: Amount of Service Provided by Peers
Percent DemandResponse

Percent FixedRoute

134,626

77%

23%

86,794

45%

55%

111,706

48%

16%

Concho Valley TD

61,701

69%

31%

Golden Crescent RPC

59,844

44%

56%

Agency
Hill Country TD
Brazos TD
Capital Area TD

Revenue
Hours
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Revenue
Hours

Agency

Percent DemandResponse

Percent FixedRoute

Abilene/Central Texas
RTD

114,888

77%

23%

Midland-Odessa/West
Texas Opportunities

145,181

69%

31%

Waco Area

135,791

60%

40%

91,801

59%

41%

100,963

59%

37%

Wichita Falls/Rolling
Plains MC
Peer Average

Like HCTD, all of the peer agencies operate their services directly—none contracts with a thirdparty transit provider for service. Likewise, there is little variation in fares among the peers. HCTD
charges a $1.00 base fare on its fixed-route service. Although this is below the peer average of
$1.28, the range of fixed-route base fares at the other agencies is not large. Three peers charge
$1.00, one $1.25, and four $1.50. Despite its slightly low fare, HCTD’s fare recovery ratio (the
percentage of operating costs covered by fare revenue) on fixed-route service is roughly the peer
average. (See Table 11). Fare recovery ratio is discussed in more detail later in this report.
There is greater variation in fare structure for demand-response rural service. Some agencies,
including HCTD, charge according to mileage. Others charge according to whether a trip stays
within one county or crosses a county line. Unusually, Concho Valley Transit District does not
charge fares at all for rural service.
Table 11: Fare Data for Peers
Fixed Route
Base Fare ($)

Fixed-Route Fare
Recovery Ratio

Rural Base
Fare

Rural Fare
Recovery Ratio

Hill Country TD

$1.00

9.5%

$1.00

2.0%

Brazos TD

$1.00

5.7%

$3.50

3.1%

Capital Area TD

$1.00

3.7%

$2.00

2.8%

Concho Valley TD

$1.00

6.2%

$0.00

1.8%

Golden Crescent RPC

$1.50

5.0%

$1.00

2.2%

Abilene/Central Texas
RTD

$1.50

9.3%

$1.00

2.9%

Midland-Odessa/W.
Texas Opp.

$1.25

7.3%

$1.00

1.2%

Heart of
Texas/McLennan

$1.50

23.1%

$1.00/$3.00

4.7%

Agency
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Fixed Route
Base Fare ($)

Fixed-Route Fare
Recovery Ratio

Rural Base
Fare

Rural Fare
Recovery Ratio

Wichita Falls/Rolling
Plains MC

$1.50

13.2%

N/A

1.6%

Peer Average

$1.28

9.2%

$1.31

2.5%

Agency

Performance Measures
To assess the performance of HCTD relative to its peers, this report uses measures of cost
efficiency, service effectiveness, and cost effectiveness. Together, these performance measures are
a useful means of comparing the performance of agencies of different sizes and types. Each is
defined and presented in the following section.

Cost Efficiency
Cost efficiency is measured in terms of operating cost per revenue hour. This measure shows how
well an agency uses the money it has available. Ideally, an agency would run the most possible
service for the least amount of money. Figure 13, which presents operating cost per revenue hour
for HCTD and the peer agencies, shows that HCTD has higher operating costs per revenue hour
relative to its peers. Breaking down operating costs by mode (see Figure 14 and Figure 15) reveals
that HCTD’s higher costs are associated mainly with its fixed-route service. Its operating cost per
hour for rural service is actually below the peer average and well below that of the other aggregate
peers.
COST EFFICIENCY
HCTD is slightly less cost-efficient than its peers
•

Higher costs are primarily associated with its fixed-route service

The disaggregate peers are slightly more cost-efficient across their regions compared to the
aggregate peers.
•
•

Disaggregate fixed-routes services have slightly lower operating costs per revenue
hour
Disaggregate rural services have much lower operating expenses per revenue hour
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Figure 12: FY 2018 Operating Cost per Revenue Hour: All Service
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Figure 13: FY 2018 Operating Cost per Revenue Hour: Fixed-Route Service
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Figure 14: FY 2018 Operating Cost per Revenue Hour: Rural Service
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Service Effectiveness
HCTD falls around the peer average in terms of service effectiveness, which measures how well a
service is used, irrespective of the cost of providing the service (see Figure 16). Service
effectiveness is measured by passengers per revenue hour. Comparing fixed-route service only
(see Figure 17), HCTD outperforms its peers, perhaps because its urban area has the highest
population of the group. Note that Waco performs unusually well here because of its high student
ridership. HCTD’s rural service effectiveness, meanwhile, is not far off the peer average (see
Figure 18).
SERVICE EFFECTIVENESS
HCTD carries more passengers per hour than most peers
Density does not appear to correlate with higher passengers per revenue hour
•
•

Temple and Killeen are less dense than Midland-Odessa but have twice as many
passengers per hour.
Concho Valley TD and West Texas Opportunities serve sparse areas relative to HCTD
and Heart of Texas COG, but all have similar passengers per hour

Organizational structure does not appear to affect service effectiveness
•
•

No clear split between the aggregate and disaggregate peers
Waco is anomalous due to its large amount of student service
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Figure 15: FY 2018 Passengers per Revenue Hour: All Service
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Figure 16: FY 2018 Passengers per Revenue Hour: Fixed-Route Service*
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* San Marcos is excluded from this chart because an accurate split between the urban and rural fixed-route services
of CARTS was not available.
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Figure 17: FY 2018 Passengers per Revenue Hour: Rural Service
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Cost Effectiveness
The last point of comparison is cost effectiveness, which is measured in terms of operating
expenses per passenger and fare recovery ratio. Cost effectiveness combines cost efficiency and
service effectiveness by including both the cost and usage components of the service. By the first
measure, HCTD falls near the peer average in total service and when split by mode (see Figure 19,
Figure 20, and Figure 21). Note that the peers present a particularly wide range by this measure,
especially in rural service.
HCTD falls slightly below average in terms of total fare recovery and rural fare recovery, but it is
right at the average for fare recovery on fixed-route service (see Figure 22, Figure 23, and Figure
24). Again, note that Waco’s fixed-route fare recovery appears unusually high because its Baylor
service is paid for by the university, not by fares.
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COST EFFECTIVENESS
HCTD is about average in terms of cost effectiveness
Disaggregate peers are slightly more cost effective across their regions than the aggregate
peers
•
•

Disaggregate fixed-route systems have slightly lower operating expenses per passenger
Disaggregate fixed-route systems have slightly better slightly better fare recovery ratios

Disaggregate rural services are not consistently more cost effective
•

Some aggregate peers in fact achieve somewhat better fare recovery in rural areas than
their rural-only peers

Figure 18: FY 2018 Operating Costs per Passenger: All Service
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Figure 19: FY 2018 Operating Costs per Passenger: Fixed-Route Service*
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* San Marcos is excluded from this chart because an accurate split between the urban and rural fixed-route services
of CARTS was not available.

Figure 20: FY 2018 Operating Costs per Passenger: Rural Service
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Figure 21: FY 2018 Fare Recovery Ratio: All Service
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Figure 22: FY 2018 Fare Recovery Ratio: Fixed-Route Service
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Figure 23: FY 2018 Fare Recovery Ratio: Rural Service
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Conclusion
The data suggest that the biggest differentiator between the aggregate and disaggregate peers is
cost efficiency. Operating costs, especially for rural transit, are slightly lower where urban and
rural transit are provided separately. Several factors may contribute to this finding:
•

Cost sharing: Services run by transit-specific entities such as HCTD must allocate all
expenses to transit. Services run by cities and nonprofits, however, may not always allocate
all costs to transit that they could. Examples include the use of city human resources, legal,
and procurement departments to support transit operations.

•

Lower rural wages and costs: Operating expenses tend to be lower at rural-only agencies
because they tend to be smaller, to be located in less expensive rural markets, and to be
private nonprofits, all of which correlate with lower salaries and fewer benefits.

•

No economies of scale: Generally speaking, transit does not benefit from economies of
scale with increasing levels of service and service area, a finding supported by at least one
rural transit-specific study. 1 At a minimum, having a single entity providing both fixedroute and demand-response service does not increase efficiency; in some cases, it may even
decrease efficiency as higher urban wage structures are carried into the rural areas.

Nevertheless, by most standard performance measures, HCTD is about average: it is slightly less
cost efficient, operates slightly more effective service, and is right at the peer average in terms of
cost effectiveness. And though its averages a poorer fare recovery ratio than its peers across all its
David G. Ripplinger, “Organizing Transit in Small Urban and Rural Communities” (Fargo, ND: North Dakota
State University, 2012).
1
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service, fare recovery for fixed-route service, which accounts for most of the agency’s fare
revenue, is right at the peer average as well. The implications of the peer review for HCTD are
assessed in Chapter 5, which uses the findings of this chapter to develop and evaluate aggregate
and disaggregate models of service for the study area.
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Chapter 4: Case Studies
Introduction
To better understand some existing models of
transit provision in Texas, as well as how transit
agencies fund their operations, four case studies of
transit providers in Texas were conducted. The
agencies selected for the case studies are not
necessarily direct peers of HCTD. Rather, each
was chosen because it has interesting funding or
governance features. Data come from NTD,
TxDOT, agency budgets, and internet research.

HILL COUNTRY
TRANSIT DISTRICT
Organization Type: Urban and rural
transit district
Service area: Nine counties in central
Texas (Bell, Coryell, Hamilton,
Lampasas, Llano, Mason, Milam, Mills,
and San Saba)

Ark-Tex Council of Governments, which serves
Modes Operated
nine counties in northeast Texas, illustrates how a
• General-public demand-response
struggling rural transit district revived itself by
• Fixed route with ADA paratransit
pursuing partnerships with local interests to
generate operating revenue. Midland-Odessa
Demographics (2019 est.)
Urban Transit District is an example of a sole-• Population: 530,584
purpose transit entity that serves coequal cities but
• Pop. change since 2010: 12.2%
does not serve the wider region. The Waco Area,
• Land area: 8,415 sq. m.
meanwhile, has three entities responsible for
• Pop. density: 63 persons/sq. m
transit, but the City of Waco in fact operates much
of the service and maintenance for the whole
Service (FY 2019):
region. Finally, Fort Bend County Public
Transportation, outside of Houston, is a rare
• Revenue Hours: 105,027
example of a county-level transit provider in
• Passenger Trips: 502,048
Texas. Each case study includes a profile with key
statistics, a discussion of notable organizational
characteristics, charts describing sources of operating revenue, and points for HCTD to consider
as it contemplates its own future. For reference, an agency profile for HCTD is provided here,
above, similar to those provided for each case study.

Ark-Tex Council of Governments: Diverse Local Funding Sources
Overview
The Ark-Tex Council of Governments (ATCOG) is a voluntary association of governments
comprised of nine counties in northeast Texas and one county in southwest Arkansas. It
coordinates federal and state programs on aging, housing, and the environment, and it acts as a
rural transit district to provide rural public transportation in its nine Texas counties, excluding the
Texarkana urbanized area. (It does not provide transit in its one Arkansas county.) ATCOG’s
transit department is called TRAX. It is governed by a five-member subcommittee of ATCOG’s
executive committee, whose members are mainly city and county elected officials.
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Over the last fifteen years, TRAX has transformed
itself from an agency focused on medical
transportation into a multifaceted regional transit
provider. The agency’s history demonstrates some
strategies that rural transit districts can use to
adapt to changes in ridership and funding.

History
From its inception as a rural transit district in 1989
until 2006, TRAX was primarily a provider of
non-emergency medical transportation (NEMT)
for Medicaid recipients, under contract with The
Texas Health and Human Services Commission
(HHSC). Medicaid trips accounted for much of
the agency’s ridership and revenue, and they were
the agency’s main source local matching funds for
federal grants. (Federal funds originating outside
the Department of Transportation may be used as
local match for federal transportation grants.)

ARK-TEX COUNCIL OF
GOVERNMENTS
Organization Type: Rural Transit
District that is part of a Council of
Governments
Service area: Nine counties in northeast
Texas (Rural Bowie County and all of
Cass, Delta, Franklin, Hopkins, Lamar,
Morris, Red River, and Titus counties)
Modes Operated
•
•
•
•

General-public demand-response
Fixed route with ADA paratransit
Deviated fixed-route
Rural intercity bus

Following new legislation passed in 2003,
Demographics
responsibility for NEMT shifted from HHSC to
the Texas Department of Transportation
• Population: 247,114
(TxDOT), which reduced the number of NEMT
• Pop. change from 2010: 0.6%
contractors and simplified the rate structure. In
• Land area: 5,695 sq. m.
2006, TRAX lost its contract with the state and
• Pop. density: 43 persons/sq. m
therefore its main source of local matching funds.
In response, it pursued new revenue sources. It
Service (FY 2019):
applied for federal grants to implement intercity
bus service, established partnerships with local
• Revenue Hours: 56,388
employers, including Pilgrim’s Pride, Wal-Mart,
• Passenger Trips: 168,083
and Lowe’s, to improve transportation options to
their facilities, and developed new relationships
with human service providers, thereby recovering some Medicaid riders. TRAX also initiated
public outreach efforts to increase awareness of its service, and it invested in automatic vehicle
location and mobile data center technology to streamline delivery of demand-response service.
Then, in 2014, the model for provision of NEMT service in Texas changed again. Rather than
awarding contracts directly to service providers, the state now contracts with regional brokers, who
are responsible for confirming client eligibility, scheduling trips, and arranging the most
appropriate transportation at the lowest cost. TRAX’s demand-response ridership once again
decreased as a result of the change. Having recently recovered from one external shock to funding,
TRAX took the same approach as before, adding service and diversifying funding. It implemented
fixed-route service in Paris, Texas, in 2016, and it continues to pursue partnerships with major
employers.
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Current Service
Today, TRAX is unusual among rural transportation providers in Texas in its variety of service,
which includes four fixed routes and ADA paratransit in Paris, one deviated fixed route in Mount
Pleasant (where the bus can pick up passengers anywhere within one-quarter mile of the route with
advance notice), three intercity bus routes connecting to Greyhound service, and general public
demand-response service. And, since 2011, it provides ADA paratransit and fiscal management
services for T-Line, Texarkana’s urban transit provider. The breadth of its activities is both the
result of past fluctuations in funding and a potential safeguard against futures ones.

Funding
Operating Revenues
Like most rural transit districts, TRAX relies on federal and state grants for the lion’s share of its
operating costs (see Figure 25). At the same time, TRAX has successfully reduced its reliance on
social services revenue for local match by seeking out other funding partners. To launch fixedroute service in Paris, for example, TRAX secured sponsorships from the Paris Regional Medical
Center, United Way of Lamar County, Paris Junior College, the City of Paris, The Results
Company, Texas Oncology, and local private foundations. As Nancy Hoehn, TRAX’s
transportation manager at the time, described, “In the local counties we serve, the income levels
are low, and the counties are strapped just to fund the things they are responsible for. That’s why
we’ve tried to be creative with our match money to come from other sources.” 2 TRAX also
generates revenue through service contracts with the Area Agency on Aging and T-Line in
Texarkana.
Figure 24: TRAX—Operating Revenues, FY 2018

State, $655,315 ,
18%

Federal,
$1,955,835 , 55%

Local, $898,342 ,
25%
Fares, $71,500 ,
2%

Quoted in Chris Rall, “The Paris Metro in Small-Town Texas,” T4America Blog (August 16, 2018), accessed
October 25, 2020, https://t4america.org/2018/08/16/the-paris-metro-in-small-town-texas/

2
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Capital Revenues
Another source of local match for TRAX are transportation development credits (TDCs), which
are a financing tool by which the federal government credits states for local and state investment
in toll projects. TDCs—which are credits, not cash—are earned when local and state funds are
used to develop, construct, implement, improve, or maintain toll facilities. These credits may then
be used as matching funds for federally supported transportation projects, including transit,
meaning that such projects become 100-percent federally funded.
In Texas, TDCs are awarded by TxDOT. Seventy-five percent of credits are allocated to the MPO
in whose region they were earned, and 25 percent are awarded competitively on a statewide basis;
a portion of the competitive pool is reserved for public transit projects. In awarding TDCs, TxDOT
generally aims to maximize available federal funds, so it prioritizes projects where federal funds
would otherwise go unused due to inability to provide the non-federal share. Credits are usually
awarded for capital projects such as replacing buses, building new transit facilities, and investing
in information technology. TRAX budgeted TDCs worth $267,000 for FY 2020.

Indirect Cost Allocation
As a program of ATCOG, TRAX is able to use functions such as human resources and purchasing
that are shared across the COG. ATCOG allocates a portion of the cost of these services to TRAX,
which treats that value as an in-kind contribution from the COG. This budgeting strategy allows
TRAX to use that value as local match for federal grants. It also allows the COG to fund some of
its overhead costs with federal transportation funds. In FY 2020, ATCOG allocated $516,000 of
indirect costs to TRAX, about 14 percent of the agency’s operating costs.

Points for HCTD to Consider
•

Agencies can help meet demand for rural transit by seeking out local partners.

•

Relying too much on any one revenue source, such as Medicaid service, leaves agencies
financially vulnerable.

•

Indirect cost allocation is a useful tool for smaller agencies, which frequently need more
local matching funds, and for host agencies such as COGs, which can use federal
transportation funds to cover shared overhead costs.
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Midland-Odessa Urban Transit
District: Two Cities as Equal
Partners
Introduction

MIDLAND-ODESSA URBAN
TRANSIT DISTRICT
Organization Type: Sole-purpose urban
transit district

Midland-Odessa Urban Transit District
Service Area: Most of the Midland and
(MOUTD) is a sole-purpose transit district
Odessa urbanized areas
created in 2001 to serve the two cities. Midland
and its smaller neighbor Odessa anchor the
Modes Operated
Permian Basin region of Texas, and in many
• Fixed route with ADA paratransit
ways the pair resemble Killeen and Temple.
• Commuter bus
Midland and Odessa are defined as two separate
urbanized areas by the US Census Bureau, as are
Killeen and Temple. Midland and Odessa are
Demographics
growing quickly: their combined population is
estimated to have grown by 28 percent over the
• Population: 269,372
last decade, compared with 19 percent in Killeen
• Pop. change since 2010: 27.6%
and Temple. The west Texas cities are
• Land area: 114.1 sq. m.
economically dependent on the energy industry,
• Pop. density: 2,361 persons/sq. m
just as Killeen is dependent on Fort Hood. And
finally, transit began in the area only in this
Service (FY 2018):
century, as in Killeen and Temple. Analysis of
Midland-Odessa Urban Transit District, the
• Revenue Hours: 63,375
regional transit provider, can thus demonstrate
• Passenger Trips: 368,534
one agency’s response to the challenge of
serving two fast-growing, economically
independent cities whose size and density do not immediately lend themselves to transit.

History
Neither Midland nor Odessa has a long history of transit. Midland’s first transit system, Midtran,
was initiated in 1980. It originally operated four fixed routes, but due to low ridership, the system
was gradually converted to demand-response service before being eliminated altogether in 1985.
Interest in transit revived in the 1990s, and following several feasibility studies, MOUTD was
created in 2001 via an interlocal agreement between Midland and Odessa. MOUTD began
operating service in 2003 under the name EZ-Rider.
MOUTD is a sole-purpose, stand-alone entity that serves the two cities equally. The agency is
governed by a twelve-member board comprised of six representatives from Midland and six from
Odessa. The board is in turn advised by the Transit Advisory Committee, whose members are
citizens representing interest groups in both cities. Both cities contribute equal amounts to
MOUTD’s budget each year, and the interlocal agreement also details how assets would be
distributed between the two cities should either chose to withdraw.
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Current Service
The EZ-Rider of today closely resembles the EZ-Rider conceived in 2003. Now as then, it operates
six fixed routes in Midland, six fixed routes in Odessa, and ADA complementary paratransit. In
2012, it added a commuter route that connects the two cities. The system serves activity centers
include Greyhound bus terminals in both cities, Midland Airport, and Midland Mall. EZ-Rider
does not, and did not in the past, provide any rural transportation. Instead, West Texas
Opportunities, a community action agency, operates general public demand-response service
across the Permian Basin and west Texas, including in the rural portions of Ector County (home
to Odessa) and Midland County.
EZ-Rider’s most recent ridership figure of 369,000 passenger trips in FY 2018 represents a 28
percent decline from its peak of 514,000 in FY 2012, although ridership continues to grow on its
paratransit and commuter modes. And while it hopes to add two fixed routes sometime between
2026 and 2035, its near-term service goals are more modest: adding two hours of daily revenue
service, conducting an operations analysis, and constructing a new transfer center in Midland.

Service Goals
Analysis of MOUTD’s current service suggests that the agency prioritizes moving passengers
within each city rather than between them. Midland’s six routes and Odessa’s six routes operate
within relatively compact areas in the city centers. Connecting the two cities appears to be a
secondary concern. EZ-Rider initiated its one intercity route in 2012, about a decade after its
inception. The region’s Metropolitan Transportation Plan slates another intercity route before
2045, but this is not a priority project.
Furthermore, MOUTD’s service boundaries are the city limits of Midland and Odessa—it is not a
regional entity. The service area does not cover the entire population of either UZA, leaving out
about 8 percent of residents in the Midland UZA and 21 percent of residents in the Odessa UZA.
These service gaps are larger than in UZAs such as Waco and Abilene, where service boundaries
and UZA boundaries align closely, but they are not hugely different from those in the Killeen and
Temple UZAs.

Funding
Overview
As with many small urban transit districts in Texas, federal and state funds cover a large percentage
of MOUTD’s operating costs (see Figure 26). Federal funding for the agency is an interesting case
because of the area’s population. Transit areas serving urbanized areas with populations greater
than 200,000 generally cannot use 5307 federal urban formula funds to cover operating costs
(although some UZAs, like Killeen, benefit from an exception that allows them to use a certain
percentage). Midland and Odessa, though, are separate UZAs. Thus, despite serving an area larger
than 200,000 people, MOUTD is not currently subject to any restriction on the use of 5307 funds
for operating expenses.
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Figure 25: MOUTD—Operating Revenues, FY 2021 (Budgeted)
State, $738,012 , 11%

Federal ,
$4,126,333 , 63%

Local,
$1,409,245 , 22%

Fares, $275,000 ,
4%

Local Operating Revenues
Still, local matching funds are required for nearly all federal grants. Contributions from Midland
and Odessa are far and away MOUTD’s largest source of local funds (see Figure 27). The two
cities commit equals amounts of money annually to MOUTD. This sum has substantially increased
over the last several years, from 350,000 apiece in FY 2017 to 600,000 apiece in FY 2021. Other
local funding sources include small contributions from Ector and Midland counties for senior and
disabled service, advertising on vehicles and facilities, and leasing a portion of one facility to
Greyhound.
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Figure 26: MOUTD—Local Operating Revenues, FY 2021 (Budgeted)

City of Midland ,
$600,000 , 43%

Greyhound ,
$85,333 , 6%

City of Odessa ,
$600,000 , 43%

Local Counties,
$103,512 , 7%
Advertising ,
$20,400 , 1%

Points for HCTD to Consider
•
•
•

MOUTD relies on city support for local match. It has fewer local funding partners than the
other agencies profiled in this document.
Despite having a smaller total population, the cities of Midland and Odessa contribute far
more to transit than any city in HCTD’s urban areas.
MOUTD focuses on moving people around the two cities, not between them. This is neither
inherently positive nor negative. In focusing on cities, though, it is possible that the agency
misses opportunities to promote regional mobility.
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Waco Area: Three Agencies, One
Region
Overview
For purposes of this study, the Waco area is
defined as McLennan County, which includes
the City of Waco, and neighboring Bosque,
Falls, Freestone, Hill, and Limestone Counties.
Bordering Milam, Bell, Coryell, and Hamilton
Counties, the area lies directly adjacent to
HCTD’s service area.
The Waco area is unusual in Texas in that
responsibility for transit is split between three
entities: The City of Waco, which operates Waco
Transit; McLennan County Rural Transit
District (MCRTD); and Heart of Texas Council
of Governments (HOTCOG). As this study will
show, however, Waco Transit is in fact involved
with some aspect of nearly all public
transportation in the region.

Division of Responsibilities
City of Waco

WACO AREA
(ALL PROVIDERS)
Transit Providers:
•
•
•

City of Waco
McLennan County Rural Transit
District
Heart of Texas Council of
Governments

Service Area: McLennan, Bosque, Falls,
Freestone, Hill, and Limestone counties
Modes Operated
•
•
•

Fixed route with ADA paratransit
General public demand-response
Commuter bus

Demographics (2019 est.)
•
•
•
•

Population: 372,408
Pop. growth since 2010: 6.6%
Land area: 5,527 sq. m.
Pop. density: 67 persons/sq. m

The City of Waco owns and operates Waco
Transit System and contracts with RATP Dev,
USA, for management of the service. Waco
Service (FY 2018):
Transit currently runs ten fixed routes, two free
downtown circulators, four routes on the campus
• Revenue Hours: 134,458
of Baylor University, several shuttle routes to
• Passenger Trips: 1,398,722
specific destinations, and ADA paratransit. The
system is growing—ridership has increased over
the last decade, rising from 688,000 in 2008 to about 1.2 million in 2018, and the agency currently
has plans to construct a Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) route and to redesign its fixed route network to
prioritize more frequent service.

McLennan County
As a municipal system, Waco Transit did not historically provide service outside the city. Until
recently, that responsibility fell solely to HOTCOG, which provided general public demandresponse service in rural McLennan County and the five neighboring counties. In 2015, however,
McLennan County decided to create its own rural transit district separate from HOTCOG. At the
time, county leaders were dissatisfied with the amount of service HOTCOG was providing and
believed they could do better.
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McLennan County never planned to operate its own service, however. Instead, it entered into an
interlocal agreement with Waco Transit for Waco to operate general public demand-response in
rural parts of the county service using MCRTD’s vehicles. Establishing a new RTD allowed
McLennan County to secure control over state and federal grant funds, which are in effect passed
on to Waco Transit. This arrangement has allowed Waco Transit to use rural funds to initiate
several commuter routes into rural McLennan County.
Service is still not quite comprehensive across the county, though. There remain small areas within
the Waco urbanized area that are outside Waco Transit’s service area. Residents in these areas are
not eligible for ADA paratransit through Waco Transit or general-public demand response through
MCRTD.

Other Rural Counties
HOTCOG continues to provide rural demand-response service in the five rural counties.
Historically, HOTCOG has contracted with several different transportation providers for service,
but as of now, it operates all service in house. Prior to 2018, Waco Transit performed scheduling
and dispatching for HOTCOG, but when HOTCOG brought service back in house, it brought those
functions as well. HOTCOG believes that being responsible for its own scheduling and dispatching
has decreased the number of riders it has to turn down, because it perceives Waco Transit’s
scheduling system to be better designed for urban service than rural service.

Regional Responsibilities
Waco Transit performs all maintenance for the region, including for MCRTD and HOTCOG
vehicles. Waco Transit also provides all non-emergency medical transportation for Medicaid
recipients in the six counties through a broker.

Funding
Federal and state grants account for slightly over half of Waco Transit’s operating revenues and
most of MCRTD and HOTRTD’s operating revenues. (See Figure 28, Figure 31, and Figure 32).
Neither MCRTD nor HOTCOG receive any local funds from county or city governments, so their
local funds consist of contract revenue and in-kind contributions.
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Figure 27: Waco Transit—Operating Revenues, FY 2019
State, $358,041 ,
5%

Local and Other,
$3,015,552 , 39%

Federal,
$3,762,466 , 49%

Fares, $573,926 ,
7%

Figure 28: McLennan County RTD—Operating Revenues, FY 2018
State, $268,708 ,
17%

Federal, $858,600 ,
54%

Local, $367,244 ,
23%

Fares, $103,362 ,
6%
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Figure 29: Heart of Texas COG—Operating Revenues, FY 2019

State, $491,766 ,
34%
Federal, $619,407 ,
43%

Fares, $45,103 ,
3%

Local, $280,975 ,
20%

Local Revenue Sources
Waco Transit is notable for the value and variety of its local funding sources, which include
advertising, schools, and area businesses. Schools and Medicaid transportation are the largest
sources of local revenue, but no one source dominates (see Figure 31).
Figure 30: Waco Transit—Local Operating Revenues, FY 2020
City General Fund,
$482,408 , 16%

Other, $93,080 , 3%

Charter Service,
$119,356 , 4%

Local Businesses,
$481,759 , 16%

Advertising,
$281,786 , 9%

Regional Functions,
$162,122 , 5%

Medicaid, $598,017 , 20%

•

Schools, $797,024 , 27%

Advertising: Waco Transit sells advertising space on its vehicles, shelters, and benches.
Prices range from $40 per month for a vehicle interior banner in a vehicle to $650 per
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month for a full-height vehicle exterior banner. In FY 2019, advertising accounted for 3.7
percent of Waco Transit’s operating revenue, more than most similar-sized agencies.
•

Schools: Baylor University contributes a significant sum annually for the operation of
Baylor University Shuttle, a fixed-route network serving the campus distinct from Waco
Transit’s regular service. Texas State Technical College contributes some money for a
regular fixed route that serves its campuses. McLennan Community College and Waco
Independent School District contribute sums to fund free-fare programs for their students.

•

Medicaid: Waco Transit provides non-emergency medical transportation for Medicaid
recipients for the entire six-county region.

•

City General Fund: The City of Waco contributes varying amounts annually to cover
operating expenses not covered by other sources.

•

Local Businesses: Waco Transit operates a free circulator shuttle that serves commercial
destinations in downtown Waco with support from businesses in the area.

•

Regional Functions: Waco Transit performs maintenance for all MCRTD and HOTCOG
vehicles.

•

Charter Service: In general, recipients of federal transportation grants may not operate
charter service, but there are limited exceptions: for example, an agency may operate
charter service for official government business, qualified human service organizations, or
by agreement with all registered charter providers in its geographic area.

•

Other: Includes rent for real estate and scrap revenue.

Agencies in the Waco area have also benefitted from awards of TDCs from TxDOT in the past. In
FY 2020, TxDOT awarded TDCs to Waco Transit and MCRTD to meet local matching
requirements for federally supported senior and disabled service.

Indirect Cost Allocation
The City of Waco allocates indirect costs to Waco Transit and the service it operates for MCRTD.
In FY 2020, the City allocated indirect costs to Waco Transit worth 7.2% of Waco Transit’s
operating expenses, and it allocated to MCRTD indirect costs worth 1.9 % of MCRTD’s operating
expenses. HOTCOG also allocates indirect costs from the COG to transit. Indirect costs were
worth 8.2 percent of public transportation operating costs in FY 2019.

Points for HCTD to Consider
•

Closer coordination between the City of Waco and McLennan County has yielded more
transit options for rural residents, though service is still not comprehensive across
McLennan County.

•

Waco Transit performs many regional functions because it has by far the greatest resources
of the three transit providers. Even though responsibility for transit is divided at the
organizational level, it is less so at the practical level.

•

Waco Transit has a variety of local funding partners, ensuring that the agency does not rely
on one source and allowing it to serve more transit markets.
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•

HOTCOG’s lack of local funding sources limits any future expansion of service in the five
rural counties.

Fort Bend County Public Transportation: County Government as Transit
Provider
Overview
Fort Bend County Public Transportation (FBCPT) is a
department of Fort Bend County, a large, fast-growing
county southwest of Houston. Most of the county’s
population is urban and falls within the Houston UZA, but
most of its land area is rural. FBCPT currently runs three
commuter routes to employment hubs in Houston as well
as general public demand-response service across the
county, reflecting the different needs of the county’s
different geographic areas. The department contracts with
First Transit, a turnkey service provider, for provision of
all services including maintenance.

History
FBCPT began operating commuter and demand-response
service in 2005. Prior to then, several park-and-ride
services operated by reached the edge of Fort Bend
County, but no transit service was available within it.
FBCPT also ran point-deviation routes in the cities of
Richmond and Rosenberg for several years, but this service
was recently discontinued due to low ridership.
Nevertheless, FBCPT’s service has more or less increased
in tandem with the county’s population during its fifteenyear history. The department recently completed a new
operating, maintenance, and administrative facility, and it
intends to add two new commuter routes in the next two
years.

FORT BEND COUNTRY PUBLIC
TRANSPORTATION
Organization Type: County department
Service Area: Fort Bend County
Modes Operated
•
•

General public demand-response
Commuter bus

Demographics
•
•
•
•

Population: 811,688
Pop. change since 2010: 38.7%
Land area: 680 sq. m.
Pop. density: 1195 persons/sq. m

Service (FY 2018):
•
•

Revenue Hours: 82,601
Passenger Trips: 392,613

Governance
FBCPT is unusual in Texas in that it is part of the county government. Its closest analog is El Paso
County Transit, which operates vanpools, regional bus service, and commuter bus service outside
the service area of City of El Paso Mass Transit Department. Like FBCPT, El Paso County Transit
serves urban and rural areas, and it is governed directly by the county commissioner’s court.
Other examples of county-run systems include McLennan County RTD, discussed above along
with Waco; Webb County Community Action Agency (CAA), which serves rural Webb County
outside of Laredo; and Harris County Transit, which serves areas of Harris County outside the
Houston METRO service area. MCRTD differs from FBCPT in that it contracts with Waco Transit
for all services—it is more a conduit for funding than an independent system. MCRTD also has its
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own nine-member board, which is selected by the commissioner’s court. Webb County CAA,
meanwhile, provides general-public demand-response service, but its responsibilities extend
beyond transit to social services, nutrition, and self-help. Finally, Harris County Transit was
created to complement an existing system, not to provide comprehensive public transportation
service.

Impact of Geography and Demographics on Funding
Encompassing both urban and rural areas, Fort Bend County receives urban and rural federal funds
and rural state funds. Its geography presents several challenges to using those funds, however.
First, FBCPT’s proportion of rural to urban service is small because the county’s rural population
is small, and the amount of rural funds that FBCPT can receive is partly a function of the amount
of rural service it provides. Thus, while FBCPT could in theory receive more rural funds, it cannot
provide enough rural service to do so. Following the 2020 census, when new UZAs are defined,
even more of Fort Bend County will likely fall into the Houston UZA, further reducing the amount
of service that can be counted as rural and the amounts of rural funds available. HCTD faces no
such issue at the present. If, however, Bell County were to pursue a county-run service model, the
new entity could face a similar problem as the Killeen and Temple UZAs grow further into rural
parts of the county.
Second, as part of a large UZA, FBCPT is subject to restrictions on how much federal funding it
can use to cover operating costs. As discussed in the case of Midland and Odessa above, transit
agencies serving large UZAs cannot, as a general rule, use urban formula funds toward operating
costs. But, under a special rule, agencies operating fewer than 100 vehicles in maximum service
may use up to a certain percentage of their apportionment of 5307 urban formula funds for
operating costs. FBCPT will reach this cap soon, and as a result it is seeking new revenue sources,
especially at the local level.
With a population of greater than 200,000, Killeen UZA benefits from this same special rule.
(Funds apportioned to the smaller Temple UZA are not subject to any such restrictions.)
Historically, HCTD has not approached its cap on the use of 5307 funds for operating expenses.
But, if operating expenses begin to outpace revenue, whether due to increased service or increased
administrative costs, HCTD could face a similar funding shortfall to FBCPT.

Funding
FBCPT receives federal urban funds, but as part of a large UZA, it does not receive state urban
funds, only state rural funds. Fare revenue covers a somewhat higher percentage of operating costs
than the other agencies profiled here because commuter bus service tends to yield higher fare
recovery ratios than fixed-route or demand-response service (see Figure 32).
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Figure 31: FBCPT—Operating Revenues, FY 2020
State, $254,299 , 3%

Fares, $1,037,236 , 14%

Federal,
$3,172,172 , 44%

Local , $2,805,269
, 39%

As noted above, the amount of federal funds FBCPT can spend on operating costs is capped.
Securing sufficient and consistent local funds is therefore FBCPT’s greatest fiscal challenge. Fort
Bend County’s general fund is FBCPT’s largest local funding source, accounting for 89 percent
of local revenue in FY 2020 (see Figure 33). FBCPT negotiates the amount of this contribution
each year as it develops its budget. Funds from the county are, in essence, funds of last resort—
whatever expenses are not covered by other sources come from the county. As such, the amount
the county contributes varies as grant monies ebb and flow. Furthermore, unlike some counties
and municipalities that operate transit, Fort Bend County does not have a dedicated fund for transit.
FBCPT competes with other county functions for funding.
Figure 32: FBCPT—Local Operating Revenues, FY 2020
County General
Fund, $2,689,269 ,
89%

City of Sugar Land,
$70,000 , 2%

Social Services,
$98,500 , 3%

City of Rosenberg,
Lakewood Church,
$75,000 , 2%
$18,000 , 1%
City of Richmond,
$75,000 , 3%
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FBCPT’s other local funding partners include the cities of Richmond, Rosenberg, and Sugarland,
several human service providers, and a large church. None of these contributions is large, however,
nor is any guaranteed through an interlocal agreement.

Indirect Cost Allocation
Fort Bend County does not currently allocate indirect costs to transit. But, doing so would not
benefit FBCPT much. Agencies in rural or small urban areas, such as ATCOG and Waco Transit,
are able to secure more federal funds for operations by using indirect costs as local match. FBCPT,
though, cannot spend any more federal funds on operating, so allocating indirect costs would not
solve its funding problem.

Points for HCTD to Consider
•

County-run public transportation is rare in Texas.

•

Fort Bend County’s population growth is creating more demand for transit, but rules for
the use of federal and state funds limit FBCPT’s potential non-local revenue in the future.
HCTD could face a similar challenge as the Killeen and Temple UZAs grow.

•

FBCPT’s current local funding sources are insufficient in the long term. City contributions
are small and have not increased with inflation or service.
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Chapter 5: Service Provision Options and
Assessment
Introduction
To determine whether HCTD should consider another structure, four service provision options are
assessed in this chapter:
•

Option One — Stronger Together: Current structure

•

Option Two — Separate Ways: One urban transit district and one rural transit district

•

Option Three — Different People, Different Needs: One urban transit district and two rural
transit districts

•

Option Four — Different Cities, Different Goals: Two municipal departments and one rural
transit district

These four options were developed based on information gathered in the analysis of existing
conditions, peer review, stakeholder interviews, and case studies. They are as distinct from one
another as possible while remaining within the bounds of what makes sense for the region and
what appears acceptable to local stakeholders. And although discrete service provision options
have to be defined to be assessed, the three alternatives to the current structure are not mutually
exclusive—elements of each could be blended into a final, optimal solution.

Criteria for Assessment
This study assesses each option according to criteria based largely but not exclusively on the goals
for transit identified through the stakeholder interviews. Further criteria covering practical
considerations such as complexity and risk round out the evaluation. Each of the four options is
graded for its impact on the urban areas, rural Bell County, the other eight rural counties, and the
region overall across a range of criteria. For each criterion, one of the following ratings is assigned:
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Very unfavorable

Somewhat unfavorable
Neutral

Somewhat favorable

Very favorable

A summary table at the end of the document then compares the overall impacts of the four options
to one another.
The criteria for assessment fall into three categories—service, governance, and financial—as
outlined below.

Service
Structure does not necessarily determine service levels or local investment in transit—the region
could choose to provide whatever types of transit services it wants at whatever level it is willing
to fund under any of the options. Nevertheless, structure may facilitate or hinder the provision of
service in the following areas:
•

Meet needs of local areas – Transit provision should ideally be structured to meet the needs
of as many local areas as possible. Structures conducive to providing good service are
considered favorable.

•

Facilitate regional connections – Most stakeholders expressed interest in maintaining and
improving transit connections between the region’s cities and between rural areas and
urban areas. Options that lend themselves to developing regional connections are
considered favorable.

•

Ability to meet growth – Urban stakeholders mentioned the challenge of serving a rapidly
growing area as a reason to consider other organizational structures. Structures that
facilitate responding to growth are considered favorable.

Governance
The number of governing bodies responsible for transit is one of the distinguishing features of the
four options. Governance is evaluated in the following areas:
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•

Local control – Many stakeholders value local control over service and finances, the better
to respond to constituent needs. More local control is therefore considered favorable.

•

Simplicity – Where there is more local control, governance may be less simple. Options
that include multiple transit districts have multiple governing bodies. Adopting any of these
options would entail transfer costs such as legal advice and asset distribution. The more
complex the changes, the more time and money needed to affect them. Simple options are
therefore considered favorable.

Financial

Within any organizational structure, financial support for transit is subject to the policy decisions
of local governments, which this analysis does not attempt to forecast. Structure can, however,
affect financial outcomes in the following areas:
•

Cost efficiency – Cost efficiency is evaluated on the basis of the peer review. Structures
that have demonstrated lower operating costs per hour are considered favorable.

•

Shared Overhead – Shared overhead encompasses two topics: allocating costs to transit to
take advantage of federal and state grants and sharing administrative costs within transit
agencies. Options with more opportunities to secure funding and share costs are considered
favorable.
o Cost allocation – If a city operates a transit department, transit will share functions
such as human resources or legal services with other city departments. The city can
allocate a portion of these overhead costs to transit, making them eligible for 50percent funding from federal transit grants. Similarly, if the urban transit district
described in Option Three provides all service for rural Bell County, it could
allocate some overhead costs to the Bell County rural transit district. These
expenses would then be eligible for rural federal and state grants, which require no
local matching funds.
o Shared administrative costs – Some options lend themselves better to sharing
administrative costs such management, reservations, and maintenance across
divisions or agencies.

•

Risk – Financial risk could include reduced opportunities to share funding between urban
and rural areas and to secure regional financial partners. Options with fewer and larger
entities are generally considered less financially risky and therefore favorable.

Contracting for Service
Under any option, the entities responsible for transit can choose to operate service directly or
contract for service with a private or public entity. Hiring a private contractor to provide some or
all functions of a transit agency is common. Some contracts are turn-key, meaning the contractor
owns the buses and facilities, operates and maintains all buses, and provides management and
administrative functions. Fort Bend County has a turn-key contract for transit, although it is
beginning to acquire some of its own buses and facilities.
Other contracts are for management only, meaning the contractor provides senior staff but the
public entity owns all buses and facilities and employs operators, mechanics, and most staff. The
City of Waco contracts for management with a private company. Transit agencies can also contract
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with other public entities for service. McLennan County Rural Transit District, for example,
contracts with the City of Waco for all management and service.

Current Financial Condition
Table 12 shows 2019 actual operating revenues and costs for HCTD restated into four divisions—
the eight-county rural area, rural Bell County, the Killeen urbanized area (UZA), and the Temple
UZA—rather than the three divisions into which it currently divides revenues and costs. These
data are used to evaluate the four options below.
Rural Bell County is split from the other rural counties here to facilitate the assessment of each
option’s impact on the area. Rural Bell County is evaluated separately because it is unusual within
HCTD: its demand-response service is restricted to medical trips only, whereas demand-response
service in the other rural counties has no such restriction.
Data for rural Bell County were calculated using HCTD’s ridership and service data and the Texas
Department of Transportation’s (TxDOT’s) rural allocation formula. Operating expenses were
allocated based on service hours, and fare revenue and Medicaid revenue were allocated based on
ridership. Then, state and federal funds were allocated based on TxDOT’s allocation formula,
which distributes funds 65 percent according to needs (weighted 75 percent-25 percent between
population and land area), and 35 percent according to performance (measured in terms of costefficiency). In this analysis, performance was held constant between rural Bell County and the
other rural counties, so the allocation to rural Bell County is based solely on population and land
area.
The data show that rural Bell County accounts for about 24 percent of HCTD’s rural population
and 11 percent of its land area, meaning that about 21 percent of the rural state and federal funds
allocated by TxDOT to HCTD are attributable to rural Bell County. The $356,000 in revenues
attributable to rural Bell County is thus much higher than the $140,000 in expenses incurred to
operate service there.
Note that, as in chapter 1, Table 12 shows no cash contribution from Bell County, because Bell
County’s contribution from its fiscal year 2019 was actually received and spent by HCTD in its
calendar (and fiscal) year 2018. Normally, Bell County’s 2020 contribution would have appeared
in HCTD’s 2019 statement of revenues and expenses, but HCTD refunded the 2020 contribution
when the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act funds became available.
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Table 12: HCTD 2019 Actual Operating Expenses and Revenues by Source and Division
Eight Rural
Counties

Rural Bell
County

Total
Urban

Total

$322,400

$397,817

$117,512

$117,512

$117,512

City of Copperas Cove

$97,238

$97,238

$97,238

City of Harker Heights

$38,895

$38,895

$38,895

Total Rural

Killeen
UZA

Temple
UZA

REVENUES
Fare Revenues

$71,978

$3,439

$75,417

$207,993

$114,407

City and County Contributions
City of Killeen

City of Temple

$136,727

$136,727

$136,727

City of Belton

$31,031

$31,031

$31,031

Subtotal - City and County Contributions

$0

$0

$0

$253,645

$167,758

$421,403

$421,403

$865,318

$51,818

$917,137

$330,078

$453,501

$783,579

$1,700,715

$18,352

$0

$18,352

$0

$0

$0

$18,352

State Transportation Funds

$426,847

$110,744

$537,590

$386,517

$367,633

$754,150

$1,291,740

Federal Transportation Funds

$734,170

$190,477

$924,647

$2,497,456

$1,113,153

$3,610,609

$4,535,256

$2,116,665

$356,478

$2,473,143

$3,675,689

$2,216,452

$5,892,141

$8,365,284

$1,569,045

$93,960

$1,663,004

$2,287,708

$1,423,751

$3,711,459

$5,374,464

$136,933

$8,200

$145,133

$674,861

$386,801

$1,061,662

$1,206,795

$8,311

$498

$8,808

$78,327

$43,795

$122,121

$130,930

$619,123

$37,075

$656,198

$632,795

$364,102

$996,896

$1,653,094

$2,333,410

$139,733

$2,473,143

$3,673,690

$2,218,449

$5,892,139

$8,365,282

Medicaid Service
Area Agencies on Aging

TOTAL
EXPENSES
Vehicle Operations
Vehicle Maintenance
Facilities Maintenance
General and Administrative
TOTAL
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Option One – Stronger Together
Current Structure

OPTION ONE — STRONGER TOGETHER
Structure: One joint urban and rural transit district

Governance: One independent board comprised of urban and rural representatives
Advantages
•
•
•

Facilitates regional transit connections
Existing structure is the simplest and has no associated transition costs
Rural service is relatively well-liked and cost-efficient

Disadvantages
•
•
•

Urban areas have different needs than rural areas, and the current structure has not
responded well to them
No one area has control over its service
Urban service could be more cost-efficient

HCTD is a political subdivision of the State of Texas. HCTD serves as an urban transit district
(UTD) for the Killeen and Temple UZAs and as a rural transit district (RTD) for the rural areas of
all nine member counties. Urban and rural transit districts are structures created by the State of
Texas to facilitate the flow of state and federal funds from TxDOT to transit providers.
HCTD is governed by a Board of Directors comprised of representatives from the nine member
counties and five member cities. Each representative must be an elected official. The Board is
chaired by a Board member elected by the other members.
If the current structure is retained, HCTD’s headquarters would remain in San Saba, where most
administrative, accounting, and grant management functions are housed. Urban and Bell County
operations would continue from the facility in Belton, which handles maintenance of vehicles used
in Bell County, reservations and dispatch for the entire service area, and human resources and
information technology.
For purposes of revenues and expenses, HCTD would continue to operate as three divisions—
Killeen, Temple, and Rural. This structure reflects the different grant funds for which each division
is eligible. Revenues and expenses for Option One would be the same as those shown in Table 12,
which reflects current conditions.
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Table 13: Option One — Stronger Together

Urban Areas

Rural Bell County

Rural Areas

Overall

SERVICE CRITERIA

Meet Needs of Local Areas

Urban stakeholders would like
to see additional service

Rural Bell County has the
largest rural population but
has limited service

Rural stakeholders are
satisfied

The urban area is more
populous, so more people
have unmet needs

Facilitate Regional
Connections
Having a single agency simplifies regional travel

Ability to Meet Growth
Urban areas are growing
quickly but service is not

Rural Bell County is growing
faster than other rural counties
but has limited service

HCTD can likely meet rural
growth if growth remains
slow

Urban and rural areas of Bell
County are growing quickly,
and service is not

Urban areas are represented
but are concerned that Board
is dominated by rural
interests

Rural Bell County may need
more representation because
of its population size and
growth

Rural interests compete with
urban interests for attention

All counties and cities are
represented but none has
direct control of service, and
Board composition is not
proportionate to population

GOVERNANCE CRITERIA

Local Control
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Urban Areas

Rural Bell County

Rural Areas

Overall

Simplicity
Retaining the current structure is the simplest option and incurs no transition costs
FINANCIAL CRITERIA

Cost Efficiency

Current urban service has
slightly higher costs per hour
than most peers

Rural Bell County service is
operated out of urban
division, but no data are
currently available to assess
the cost efficiency of service
in rural Bell County alone

Current rural service has
slightly lower costs per hour
than peers

HCTD performs well against
its peers, but most of its
service is urban, so most of
its service has slightly high
costs per hour

Shared Overhead
Some administrative costs are shared across urban and rural service, but cities cannot benefit from FTA grant funds for municipal
overhead

Risk
There is little financial risk to retaining the current structure
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Option Two – Separate Ways

One Urban Transit District and One Rural Transit District
OPTION TWO — SEPARATE WAYS
Structure: One urban transit district and one rural transit district

Governance: Two independent boards, one for each transit district
Advantages
•
•
•

Urban and rural service could be more responsive to changing needs
Increases local control
Potentially more cost-efficient, based on data from peer review

Disadvantages
•
•
•

Regional connections could be more difficult to coordinate and develop
Limits opportunities for shared overhead costs, either between agencies or with cities
Splitting into two entities would incur transition costs

Option Two, modeled on the Midland-Odessa area, divides responsibility for transit between two
agencies—an urban transit district and a rural transit district. The existing HCTD would likely
serve as the rural transit district for all nine counties, and a new urban transit district would be
created to serve the Killeen and Temple UZAs. Each transit district would be governed by its own
board as dictated by state law, and each would be responsible for its own finances. Rural HCTD’s
board would still need to have at least one elected representative from each county and could not
exceed fifteen members. Otherwise, the district could alter its board as it sees fit.
State law provides little guidance on the size and composition of boards for urban transit districts.
Midland-Odessa Urban Transit District provides one model—it is governed by a twelve-member
board, with six members appointed by the City of Midland and six appointed by the City of Odessa.
If all five cities in the Killeen and Temple UZAs were to participate in the new urban transit
district, they would need to agree on the size and composition of the board.
Services could be operated by any agency or private provider. The new urban transit district could
hire its own management and employees, or it could contract for service with a private or public
entity. Urban service could be even operated under contract with HCTD, if desired by both parties.
Such an arrangement would be distinct from today’s structure in that the urban and rural areas
would have their own boards and control their own finances.
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Although the new urban transit district would operate as one service, likely based out of the
existing Belton facility, it would still track revenues and expenses in two divisions—Killeen and
Temple—to reflect the different grant funds for which each UZA is eligible. Since no service,
funding sources, or funding allocations are different in this option, the revenues and expenses in
Table 12 still reflect the expected financial outcome for Option Two. The column labeled Total
Rural becomes the new HCTD; the column labelled Total Urban becomes the new urban transit
district.
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Table 14: Option Two – Separate Ways

Urban Areas

Rural Bell County

Rural Areas

Overall

SERVICE CRITERIA

Meet Needs of Local Areas

Facilitate Regional
Connections

Urban service can more
easily be tailored to meet
urban needs

Rural Bell County has the
most people but has limited
service

HCTD would retain all rural
vehicles and funding, so
current levels of service
should be possible

Different needs of urban and
rural areas are better met, but
rural Bell County does not
necessarily benefit

Urban connections have the
potential to improve

Rural-urban connections
potentially harder to
coordinate

Rural-urban connections
potentially harder to
coordinate

Rural-urban connections
potentially harder to
coordinate

New UTD can easily grow
with sufficient resources

Rural Bell County is growing
faster than other counties but
has limited service

HCTD can meet rural growth
if growth remains slow

New UTD would cover most of
population and could prioritize
service to meet growth

Ability to Meet Growth
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Urban Areas

Rural Bell County

Rural Areas

Overall

New UTD board would
control service and finance in
urban areas

Rural Bell County may need
more representation because
of its population size and
growth

Rural interests would no
longer compete with urban
interests, but needs of counties
could still differ

Urban and rural areas would
gain some local control, but
rural Bell County still has little
control

GOVERNANCE CRITERIA

Local Control

Simplicity
Adds an additional operating and funding agency and splits assets between them; urban-rural model is well-established in Texas
FINANCIAL CRITERIA

Cost Efficiency
Peer areas where separate entities operate urban and rural services have lower unit operating costs, especially for fixed-route service

Shared Overhead
Urban and rural service would not share administrative costs, nor would urban or rural transit benefit from any city services

Risk
Some additional financial risk to agencies without ability to share funding
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Option Three – Different People, Different Needs

One Urban Transit District and Two Rural Transit Districts
OPTION THREE — DIFFERENT PEOPLE, DIFFERENT NEEDS
Structure: One urban transit district and two rural transit districts

Governance: Three independent boards, one for each transit district
Advantages
•
•
•

Urban and rural areas could be more responsive to changing needs
Rural Bell County could capture more funding and have more comprehensive service
Demonstrated model in Waco area

Disadvantages
•
•
•

Regional connections could be more difficult to coordinate and develop
Significantly more complex than Option One or Two to implement
Eight-county rural transit district could end up with less funding

Option Three, modeled on the Waco area, divides responsibility for transit among three agencies:
an urban transit district, a rural transit district for Bell County, and a rural transit district for the
remaining eight counties. As with Option Two, HCTD would continue as the rural service provider
for all counties except Bell County, and a new urban transit district would be created to serve the
Killeen and Temple UZAs. A new rural transit district would also be created for rural Bell County.
Each of the three entities would be governed by its own board as dictated by state law, and each
would be responsible for its own finances. As in Option Two, the eight-county rural board would
still need to have at least one elected representative from each county and could not exceed fifteen
members in total, and the size and composition of the urban board would be determined locally.
The board of the new Bell County rural transit district could not exceed nine members by state
law, but its size and composition would otherwise be determined locally.
This analysis assumes that, as in the Waco area, the new Bell County rural transit district would
contract with the new urban transit district for all service. As in Option Two, the urban transit
district would have the choice to operate service directly or under contract with a private or public
entity.
Although the new urban transit district would operate as one service, likely based out of the
existing Belton facility, it would still track revenues and expenses in two divisions—Killeen and
Temple—to reflect the different grant funds for which each UZA is eligible. Since no service,
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funding sources, or funding allocations are different for the urban area in this option, the urban
revenues and expenses in Table 12 still reflect the expected financial outcome for Option Two.
How rural revenues and expenses are split, however, would change. In Table 15, below, the column
labeled Eight Rural Counties is the new HCTD; the column labeled Rural Bell County is the new
Bell County rural transit district. In this table, expenses for rural Bell County are increased to
match the revenues generated by that area. Therefore, under Option Three, the new Bell County
rural transit district could more than double service levels in rural Bell County. But increasing Bell
County’s expenses to match revenues means taking away those expenses from the eight-county
rural area, which would result in about a 10 percent decrease in its service. Total revenues and
expenses for all rural areas is the same as for the other options; it is simply the split between Bell
County and the remaining counties that changes.
If Option Three is chosen, there is one other issue that may need to be considered: Milam County
would no longer be adjacent to the rest of HCTD. Given that every county has its own vehicles
and drivers, non-adjacency may not matter. Still, Milam County could consider joining one of the
three other rural transit districts it abuts: Capital Area Rural Transportation System, Brazos Transit
District, or Heart of Texas Council of Governments.
Table 15: Changes to 2019 Actual Revenues and Expenses Under Option Three
Eight Rural
Counties

Rural Bell
County

Total Rural

REVENUES
Fare Revenues

$71,978

$3,439

$75,417

City and County Contributions

$0

$0

$0

Medicaid Service

$865,318

$51,818

$917,137

Area Agencies on Aging

$18,352

$0

$18,352

State Transportation Funds

$426,847

$110,744

$537,590

Federal Transportation Funds

$734,170

$190,477

$924,647

TOTAL

$2,116,665

$356,478

$2,473,143

Vehicle Operations

$1,423,299

$239,705

$1,663,004

Vehicle Maintenance

$124,213

$20,919

$145,133

Facilities Maintenance

$7,539

$1,270

$8,808

General and Administrative

$561,614

$94,584

$656,198

TOTAL

$2,116,665

$356,478

$2,473,143

EXPENSES
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Table 16: Option Three – Different People, Different Needs

Urban Areas

Rural Bell County

Rural Areas

Overall

SERVICE CRITERIA

Meet Needs of Local Areas

Facilitate Regional
Connections

Ability to Meet Growth

Urban service can easily be
tailored to meet urban needs

Bell County gains
representation and funding

Without rural Bell County,
funding could be lower, but
most needs should still be
able to be met since service is
decentralized

Different needs of urban and
rural areas are better met, and
rural Bell County potentially
gains service

Urban connections have the
potential to improve

Rural-urban connections
potentially harder to
coordinate

Rural-urban connections
potentially harder to
coordinate

Rural-urban connections
potentially harder to
coordinate

New UTD can easily grow
with sufficient resources

Much more service could be
provided to Bell County
residents

HCTD can meet rural growth
if growth remains slow

New UTD and Bell County
RTD would cover most of
population and could
prioritize service to meet
growth
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Urban Areas

Rural Bell County

Rural Areas

Overall

New UTD board would
control service and finance in
urban areas

Bell County would have much
greater control but could still
be subject to efficiency of new
UTD

Rural interests would no
longer compete with urban
interests, but needs of counties
could still differ

All areas gain some level of
control

GOVERNANCE CRITERIA

Local Control

Simplicity
Adds an additional operating agency, two additional funding agencies, and two boards; requires splitting assets among them; may
point to different solution for Milam County; model exists in Waco area
FINANCIAL CRITERIA

Cost Efficiency
Peer areas where separate bodies operate urban and rural services have lower unit operating costs, especially for fixed-route service

Shared Overhead
Urban transit district could charge some overhead costs to Bell County rural transit district, which would be eligible for rural state
and federal funds, but urban and eight-county rural services would not share administrative costs

Risk
Some additional financial risk to agencies without ability to share funding
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Option Four – Different Cities, Different Goals

Two Municipal Departments and One Rural Transit District
OPTION FOUR — DIFFERENT CITIES, DIFFERENT GOALS
Structure: Two municipal departments and one rural transit district

Governance: Two city councils or independent boards and one independent rural transit
district board
Advantages
•
•
•

Cities in the Killeen and Temple UZAs can independently decide how best to serve
their residents
The cities of Killeen and Temple could cover some city overheard costs with federal
transit grants
Uses existing resources of cities

Disadvantages
•
•
•

Travel between cities could be more difficult
Distribution of assets between cities could be complex, since there is only one urban
operating facility as of now
Risks fragmenting the region and reducing possible funding partners

Option Four divides responsibility for urban transit between the Killeen and Temple UZAs. One
city in each UZA (probably, but not necessarily, Killeen and Temple) would create a municipal
transit department and operate service for the UZA. HCTD would continue to serve as the rural
transit district for the remaining eight counties and rural Bell County.
Each entity would be governed by its own board as dictated by state law. There are two choices
for governance in this option. The city councils of the lead cities could serve as the governing
boards. Assuming that Belton is served by Temple and Copperas Cove and Harker Heights by
Killeen, both sets of cities would need to create interlocal agreements laying out participating
cities’ rights and responsibilities.
Alternatively, two urban transit districts could be created—one for Temple and Belton area and
one for Killeen, Copperas Cove, and Harker Heights. The two lead cities would operate the
services, but special-purpose boards would govern the urban transit districts. As discussed under
Option Two and Three, the size and composition of the boards of urban transit district would be
determined locally.
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This analysis assumes that Killeen UZA and Temple UZA would each operate its own service or
contract for service with a private entity. The municipalities or urban transit districts would receive
grant funds and incur and track expenses separately, reflecting their positions in different UZAs.
But since no service, funding sources, or funding allocations are different in this option, the
revenues and expenses in Table 12 still reflect the expected financial outcome for Option 4. The
column labelled Total Rural becomes the new HCTD; the columns labelled Killeen and Temple
become the new municipal or municipal-led districts.
The most distinct financial feature of Option Four is that, if the cities operate transit service, they
could potentially allocate some city overhead costs, such as human resources and purchasing, to
transit. This would allow the cities to fund some citywide expenses with federal and state transit
grants. The City of Amarillo, for example, allocates about $300,000 per year of City overhead to
transit and then recovers about $150,000 through FTA operating grants. If operating transit does
not significantly increase staffing or other costs in administrative areas, then the city effectively
funds 50 percent of what it is already spending with federal dollars. The ability to allocate costs to
transit is one of the major advantages of Option Four from the cities’ perspective, but it is not
reflected in the projected financials for transit—it would appear instead on City budgets.
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Table 17: Option Four – Different Cities, Different Goals

Urban Areas

Rural Bell County

Rural Areas

Overall

SERVICE CRITERIA

Meet Needs of Local Areas

Facilitate Regional
Connections

Urban service can easily be
tailored to meet urban needs

Rural Bell County has the
most people but has limited
service

HCTD would retain all rural
vehicles and most facilities,
so current levels of service
should be possible

Different needs of urban and
rural areas are better met, but
rural Bell County does not
necessarily benefit

Connections between cities
potentially harder to
coordinate

Rural-urban connections
potentially harder to
coordinate, especially with
two urban entities

Rural-urban connections
potentially harder to
coordinate

Interurban and rural-urban
connections potentially
harder to coordinate

Two urban districts can focus
on different growth rates and
challenges

Rural Bell County is growing
faster than other counties but
has the least service

HCTD can meet rural growth
if growth remains slow

New UTDs would cover most
of population and could
prioritize growth

Ability to Meet Growth
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Urban Areas

Rural Bell County

Rural Areas

Overall

GOVERNANCE CRITERIA

Local Control

The three cities in Killeen
UZA and two cities in
Temple UZA would control
the services and finances in
their areas, so control would
be most local possible

Rural Bell County may need
more representation because
of its population size and
growth

Rural interests would no
longer compete with urban
interests, but needs of
different counties could still
differ

Urban areas gain most local
control possible, and rural
areas gain some local control,
but rural Bell County still has
little control

Simplicity
Adds two additional operating and funding agencies; requires creating one new agency and splitting assets
FINANCIAL CRITERIA

Cost Efficiency
Peer areas where separate entities operate urban and rural services have lower unit operating costs, especially for fixed-route
service, but two small municipal agencies may lack economies of scale in overhead costs

Shared Overhead
Municipal overhead costs charged to transit departments could be used to capture federal operating funds, but urban and rural
services would not share administrative costs

Risk

Having independent city departments risks limiting regional funding partners; splitting urban and rural service risks ability to
share funds between areas
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Comparison of Options
Table 18, below, compares the Overall column for the four options in one place. Determining the
best option is unfortunately not a simple matter of summing pluses and minuses. Different
evaluators will prioritize criteria differently, and local decision-makers may well reach a different
conclusion from this table than does this study.
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Table 18: Summary of Advantages and Disadvantages of All Options

Option One

Option Two

Option Three Option Four

SERVICE CRITERIA
Meet Needs of Local
Areas

Facilitate
Connections

Regional

Ability to Meet Growth

GOVERNANCE CRITERIA

Local Control

Simplicity

FINANCIAL CRITERIA

Cost Efficiency

Shared Overhead

Risk
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Recommendation
Of the four options, this study finds that Option Three — Different People, Different Needs
provides the best balance among competing criteria. Option Three’s primary advantage is its
ability to meet the needs of local communities, while its primary disadvantage is its lack of
simplicity. Option Three also has more favorable assessments than unfavorable assessments on the
remaining criteria, and the complexity of its governance structure is mitigated by there being a
model in the nearby Waco area.
Option Two — Separate Ways runs a close second, without either strong advantages or strong
disadvantages, and it splits evenly between favorable and unfavorable assessments on the criteria.
Option Two could potentially be a first step toward Option Three: HCTD could first split into
urban and rural transit districts, and Bell County could later separate from the rural transit district.
Option One — Stronger Together is in many ways the opposite of Option Three. Option One’s
disadvantage is that it struggles to meet the needs of communities in urban and rural Bell County,
but its advantage is simplicity—simplicity of regional connections as well as the organizational
simplicity of maintaining status quo. Its ratings on the rest of the criteria are overall slightly
unfavorable or neutral.
Finally, Option Four — Different Cities, Different Needs has favorable assessments on a
number of criteria, including local control, but its advantages are outweighed by the stronger
disadvantages associated with breaking up the urban area and developing governance structures.

Conclusion
Change is hard, but the status quo is not working. A model that fit the needs of central Texas
twenty years ago doesn’t necessarily fit the needs of today’s rapidly growing and urbanizing area.
Transit service has not kept pace, and HCTD has stagnated.
None of the four options is a cure for HCTD’s biggest challenge: its lack of local funding.
Ultimately, transit service cannot be increased a meaningful amount unless local governments
commit more money to transit. Nevertheless, implementing a new organizational structure may
spur change on this front if policymakers believe that the new structure and associated governance
will ensure local returns on local investment.
Option Three, implemented either in one step or using Option Two as a stepping stone, is the
recommended option.
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Chapter 6: Implementation
Introduction
After the findings of this study were presented to counties and cities that requested briefings, the
study participants met to determine a course of action. Their preferred option is to see whether the
issues identified in this study can be resolved within HCTD’s current governance structure—
Option One—but they also requested a plan for splitting into two districts—Option Two. This
chapter describes the steps necessary for pursuing each option.

Next Steps: Option One
If the Board wishes to preserve HCTD’s current structure, it should take the following actions to
address issues identified during the study. Each item is described further below.
1) Create advisory committees to the Board
2) Consider contracting for management of HCTD
3) Solicit a study of service needs and delivery
4) Request communications and public outreach plan from management
5) Improve performance reports

Create Advisory Committees to the Board
State law dictates the composition of HCTD’s Board—it must have one elected official from each
member county and urban city. This arrangement results in rural representatives outnumbering
urban representatives. HCTD’s service, ridership, and budget are predominantly urban, however,
and are likely to become even more so when UZA boundaries are updated to reflect the 2020
census. Urban stakeholders would, therefore like more control over HCTD’s expenditures.
HCTD cannot change the composition of its Board, but it can solicit additional input from member
counties and cities. HCTD should create two advisory committees to the Board: one for the rural
area and one for the urban area. These committees would review all service and financial proposals
from HCTD staff before such measures go before the full Board. Adding this level of review would
give local stakeholders more influence over HCTD’s policy decisions.
Participation on advisory committees should not be limited to elected officials as it is for Board
members; county staff, city staff, and other stakeholders should be eligible. Having a larger pool
of candidates for the committees would bring new perspectives and expertise to HCTD’s
policymaking. The cost of the new committees would be nominal, so long as the participating
counties and cities allow staff members to serve on the committees as a part of their regular duties.

Consider Contracting for Management of HCTD
HCTD does not currently have a general manager. Rather than hire a new general manager directly,
the Board should solicit competitive bids for a contract for management of HCTD. As discussed
in Chapter 5, many transit agencies contract with private companies for the operation of some or
all functions of their systems. Some contracts are turn-key, meaning the contractor owns the buses
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and facilities, operates and maintains all buses, and provides management and administrative
functions. Other contracts are for management only, meaning the contractor provides the general
manager and potentially other senior staff, but the public entity owns all buses and facilities and
employs operators, mechanics, and most staff. Of the agencies discussed in this study, at least
two—Waco Transit and Midland-Odessa Urban Transit District—contract for management.
Contracting for management of HCTD is recommended for several reasons. First, a management
contract can be a good value because it often brings not only the expertise of the assigned general
manager but also the broader resources of the firm. Second, the Board may still wish to pursue
Option Two in the future, creating uncertainty that could make hiring a general manager
challenging. A management contract allows for more flexibility. The contract could be awarded
for an initial defined term and extended or amended as necessary to suit future needs.

Solicit Study of Service Needs and Delivery
As noted in this report, many stakeholders believe that HCTD’s current services do not meet the
needs of its urban residents, particularly after recent service reductions. Rather than rely on these
impressions, though, the Board should address the issue directly by soliciting bids for a study of
the transit needs of the urban areas and the best way to deliver those services.
The service study should identify existing needs, how to best meet those needs with the funds
available, and what could be could be done if more funds were available. Possible
recommendations could include a different route structure, flexible route structures, or more
on-call service. The study could be solicited concurrently with the solicitation for a management
contract, or it could be solicited once the new general manager is in place. This type of study could
likely be funded with FTA urban planning funds, provided HCTD or the local MPO has the
required local matching funds (generally 20% of the total cost).

Request Communications and Public Outreach Plan from Management
Stakeholders also cited poor communication between HCTD’s management and its constituent
communities as a persistent issue. Most urban and some rural stakeholders perceive that HCTD
makes service changes and other significant policy decisions without consulting with the
communities affected by the changes. If Option One is to be successful, HCTD must better
communicate and interact with its member entities. This means going beyond the Board to talk to
the communities themselves.
Once new management is in place, the Board should request a plan for communications and public
outreach from the general manager. This plan should articulate how proposed service changes will
be communicated, how feedback will be solicited from the public, and how HCTD will maintain
good relationships with its member communities and riders in the future.

Improve Performance Reports
The Board has said that it would pursue Option Two only if the issues raised in this study cannot
be addressed under Option One. This decision requires knowing what success or failure looks like.
HCTD currently produces quarterly performance reports, but these reports lack important elements
for evaluating service. Deficiencies include:
•

No measures of cost efficiency (e.g., operating cost per revenue hour)
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•

No measures of cost effectiveness (e.g., operating cost per passenger)

•

No measures of on-time performance for fixed-route service

•

No measures of on-time performance for ADA service separate from other
demand-response service (required by ADA)

•

No trend analysis for any measures

Determining what performance indicators should be tracked and what the goals should be set is
beyond the scope of this study, but at a minimum, any performance report should cover service
effectiveness, cost efficiency, cost effectiveness, safety, and quality for each of the services
provided. It should also include any specific measures required for ADA service to ensure
compliance with federal law. HCTD may wish to gather sample performance reports from peer
agencies to see how other transit providers measure service. Once HCTD has decided which
measures it wants to track, it can then determine an appropriate goal for each.

Defining Success

Table 19 lays out a possible schedule for implementing the above recommendations. Some items
could begin sooner, but this schedule assumes that the new general manager is in place before the
Service Needs and Delivery Study is complete, the communications plan is initiated, and the
performance report is revised. Fourteen months total are budgeted for implementing the
recommendations.
A further six months are budgeted for assessing the effects of any changes made. Evaluating the
success of Option One will require both a quantitative assessment of service, as measured through
performance reports, and a qualitative assessment of whether the issues raised in this study have
been addressed. At the end of the twenty months, the Board should ask the following questions:
•

Have advisory boards been created? Are they contributing productively to HCTD’s
decision-making?

•

Has new leadership been put in place at HCTD?

•

Does HCTD have a communications plan? Do the communities feel that they are involved
and valued?

•

Have the recommendations of the Service Needs and Delivery Study been implemented?
Do they better meet the needs of area residents?
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Table 19: Option One Improvements and Assessment Timeline
Action
Create Board advisory committees

Month

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

1–3

Hire management contractor
Write request for proposals

2

Issue RFP and receive responses

3–4

Select contractor; new GM in place

5–6

Implement service needs and delivery review
Hire contractor and execute study

3–8

Implement recommended changes

9–14

Develop communications plan

7–8

Revise performance monitoring report

7–8

Assess success of Option One improvements
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20

Next Steps: Option Two
If HCTD ultimately decides that the district as it is currently configured cannot meet the transit
needs of the region, it could pursue Option Two, which would entail splitting HCTD into two
transit districts: one for all rural areas and one for the Killeen and Temple UZAs. The following
actions would be necessary to accomplish this split:
1) Determine applicable governance structures
2) Create new governing boards
3) Negotiate MOU among urban members
4) Determine operating strategy
5) Split capital assets
6) Hire management contractors
7) Revise communications plans
8) Revise performance monitoring reports

Determine Applicable Governance Structures
Texas state law defines three governance structures under which public transit providers in the
state may be organized: 1) transit authorities, 2) urban transit districts, and 3) rural transit districts.
Transit authorities generally serve UZAs with populations greater than 200,000; they have the
power to levy taxes but are not eligible for state funding. Urban transit districts generally serve
UZAs with populations under 200,000. They may not levy taxes, but they are eligible for state
funding. If a UZA’s population grows beyond 200,000 after an urban transit district has been
established there—like Killeen—TxDOT has historically allowed the urban transit district to
remain eligible for state funding. Finally, rural transit districts may serve any number of counties
and people. They may not levy taxes, and they are eligible for state funding.
There are two ways that splitting HCTD could be accomplished: creating a new urban transit
district and creating a new rural transit district. In the first scenario, the existing HCTD would
continue to provide rural service, and a new agency would be created to serve the Killeen and
Temple UZAs. The problem with this option is that it entails creating a new urban transit district
in the Killeen UZA, which has over 200,000 people, which could render the Killeen UZA ineligible
for state funding. Yet this option has a recent precedent: The Conroe/Woodlands UZA, which has
over 200,000 people, left Brazos Transit District, but the UZA continues to receive its state funds
by routing them through BTD. TxDOT is not eager to replicate this arrangement, but the
department has expressed interest finding solutions that preserve state funding for growing urban
areas.
Alternatively, and perhaps more straightforward, would be for the existing HCTD to become the
urban transit district—thereby sidestepping the issue of forming a new entity serving a large
UZA—and a new rural transit district would be formed for the remaining rural areas. In general,
creating a new rural transit district simply requires the approval of the commissioners courts of all
participating counties. A rural transit district was recently created in McLennan County without
problem.
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Consultation with TxDOT is recommended to determine the best way to create two districts such
that state funding for the Killeen UZA is preserved.

Create New Governing Boards and Negotiate Memorandum of Understanding
State law dictates that the Board of Directors of a rural transit district, whether it be HCTD or a
new rural transit district, shall comprise at least one elected official from each county in the district.
Section 458 of the Texas Transportation Code says that all municipalities in a rural transit district
shall also appoint one elected official to the Board, but that the Board may not exceed fifteen
members. There are clearly more than six municipalities in the rural counties, so the region would
need to decide how the remaining six positions on the board should be chosen. Some regions rotate
representatives from the various member cities, for example.
State law does not dictate the composition of the Board of Directors of an urban transit district. In
other areas that have created new urban transit districts, such as the Midland-Odessa area, Board
composition was decided locally. So, the urban transit district would need to decide how it wants
to split representation among the five cities and potentially Bell County. Once the size and
composition of the Board has been determined, the participating entities would execute a
memorandum of understanding to codify the responsibilities for each entity in terms of governance
and financial support.

Determine Operating Strategy
The next step would be to determine what operations functions each district would be responsible
for. Although Option Two would result in two legal entities, there is a range of possibilities for
how responsibilities could be allocated. On one end of the spectrum, one agency could contract
with the other for all operations and maintenance. On the other end, the two agencies could operate
entirely independently.
HCTD currently has 147 employees: 99 for the urban division, 32 for the rural, and 16 shared
between the two. Table 20 shows the number of current HCTD employees by administrative area,
function, and division as well as the number of employees under one future scenario. This scenario
is intended as a guide only. Further study should be undertaken to determine the most efficient
distribution of responsibilities.
Currently, urban and rural operations and maintenance functions are completely separate—urban
operations and maintenance are conducted by dedicated urban employees out of the Belton facility,
and rural operations are conducted by dedicated rural employees out of the San Saba facility or at
local facilities in the rural counties. Rural vehicle maintenance is carried out under contract with
local maintenance vendors. The future scenario presented below assumes that operations and
maintenance will continue to be provided independently.
Currently, employees responsible for dispatch and reservations are assigned to either rural or urban
operations, but they all work at the Belton facility and are supported by the technology at that
location. Therefore, the future scenario assumes that the rural district would contract with the urban
district for dispatch and reservations. The rural district may eventually want to take on those
functions, but it would be easier initially to leave the employees where they are and simply pay
the urban district for their services.
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The only new employees that the new district—whether that be urban or rural—would need to hire
are a General Manager and a Training Coordinator. Option Two would thus result in a 1.4 percent
increase in total staff across the two districts.
Table 20: HCTD Staff Allocation, Current and Possible Future
Function
Management/
Administrative

Current Headcount
Urban

Rural

2

1

Shared

Future Headcount

Total

Urban

Rural

Total

3

6

4

3

7

Finance

3

3

2

1

3

Human Resources

2

2

1

1

2

Technology

2

2

2

Training

1

1

1

1

2

Medical Transportation
Program

4

4

2

2

4

Customer Service

1

1

1

1

15

15

15

3

3

3

110

84

26

110

147

115

34

149

Dispatch/ Reservations

10

5

STS Scheduler

3

Operations and
Maintenance

84

26

Total

99

32

16

2

Split Capital Assets between Districts
After an operating strategy has been established, the capital assets now owned by HCTD will need
to be divided between the two districts. This task has two components: (1) determining which
district should own each asset and (2) deciding whether one district owes the other any monies as
a result of that asset division. One possible scenario is presented below, but it is intended only to
give decisionmakers some idea of how assets could be divided and what the financial implications
of that division would be. If HCTD pursues Option Two, a more detailed look at each asset, which
entity should own it, and its undepreciated value at the time of transfer will be needed.
The first component of this task—determining which district should own each asset—would be
guided by which district has which responsibilities. The administration facility in San Saba would
belong to the rural district, for example, and the Belton operating facility would belong to the urban
district. Deciding whether one district owes the other any money, though, is a subject to negotiation
among local stakeholders.
The two districts do not have to exchange any money. FTA does not regulate how the value of an
asset purchased with federal grant funds is split, provided that asset is still being used for its
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original purpose in public transportation. Likewise, no statute dictates that the value of an asset
purchased with local funds has to be divided.
That being said, stakeholders will likely want to split the value of all assets in some fashion. Table
21 lists HCTD’s current assets with their remaining, or undepreciated, value; which district would
own each; and how much money each district would owe the other under one future scenario. The
two districts would need to negotiate ownership of all fully depreciated assets as well. But, because
these assets have no book value, transferring them has no financial implications, and they do not
appear in the table.
For all major assets purchased with federal grants, HCTD has provided information about which
grants were rural and which were urban. In the scenario below, all of these major assets are
assigned to the urban district, which is consistent with the allocation of functions between the two
districts. Therefore, an estimated portion of the grant funds used for each purchase in proportion
to the undepreciated value was assigned to the rural district. This potential reimbursement is seen
in the column labeled Grant Funds Owed to Rural. If the division actually occurs, HCTD would
need to confirm the actual amount of rural funds used for the purchase of all assets, not just major.
Assets funded by local funds are transferred in both directions in the scenario below. Almost all
of HCTD’s capital assets were funded with Medicaid service revenue, not local government
contributions. Now and in the past, service revenue is not designated as rural or urban; it is simply
local funding to be used as determined by management and the Board. Therefore, this scenario
uses rural and urban demand-response operating costs for FY 2019 to estimate the proportion of
local funds attributable to rural and urban Medicaid service. This method yields a 59-41 percent
split between rural and urban service, which determines the amounts seen in the columns Local
Funds Owed to Urban and Local Funds Owed to Rural.
In total, the new urban district would owe the new rural district about $18,000 if only grant funds
are split, about $736,000 if only local funds are split ($795,146 less $59,152 for the net due to the
rural district), and about $754,000 ($736,000 plus $18,000) if both types of funds are included.
The vast majority of the funds owed by the urban district is associated with the Belton operating
facility. As this facility ages, the amount owed will decline.
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Table 21: HCTD Undepreciated Assets
Asset Type

Land

Buildings

Other

Vehicles

Asset

Undepreciated
Value

Transfer
Ownership to:

Grant Funds
Owed To Urban

Local Funds
Owed To Urban
$697

Grant Funds
Owed to Rural

Local Funds
Owed to Rural

$0

$52,085

$462

$464,074

Admin Facility
Operating Facility

$192,489
$430,000

Rural
Urban

$0

Admin Facility
Operating Facility

$1,206,993
$3,780,832

Rural
Urban

$0

Misc Assets Associated
with Operating Facility

$33,230

Urban

$0

$10,881

Computer Software and
Hardware

$30,276

Urban

$17,863

$0

$6,557
$15,063
$225,757
$2,233,032

Rural
Urban
Rural
Urban

$0

$9,942

$0

$258,165

$18,325

$795,146

Support Vehicles
Support Vehicles
Buses
Buses

TOTAL
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$39,380
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Implement New Management, Communications, and Monitoring Strategies

Once the two districts have been formed, their Boards established, and their assets divided, many
of the same tasks laid out for Option One should be executed. These include:
•

Consider Contracting for Management of the Districts — Given the need to get operations
under way quickly, contracting for management of both districts may be the most effective
way to move forward.

•

Revise communications plans — Both districts will need to communicate effectively with
the public, but given that each will have more homogenous constituencies than HCTD
currently does, their strategies may differ.

•

Revise performance monitoring reports — Both districts will need useful performance
reports, but the most important aspects of service to monitor may differ between urban and
rural service

Table 22 lays out a possible schedule for implementing the above recommendations. The greatest
uncertainty is about how long negotiations among the cities concerning board representation and
financial contribution will take. Even with fairly aggressive assumptions about timing, at least
seven months would be required to create the new districts and get Boards in place to govern them.
Then, an additional seven months would be needed to get the operating strategy, management, and
other supporting tasks in place.
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Table 22: Option Two Implementation Timeline
Action

Month

Determine applicable governance structures

1–3

Create new governing boards

3–7

Negotiate MOU among urban members

3–7

Determine operating strategy

7–9

Split capital assets

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

9–12

Hire management contractors
Write request for proposals
Issue RFP and receive responses
Select contractor; new GM in place

8
9–10
11–12

Revise communications plans

13–14

Revise performance monitoring reports

13–14
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